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PKEFACE
In the production of this manual the debt which I owe to

one fellow worker and friend goes far beyond the bounds of
a preface acknowledgement for his work on this book has
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title page I am fain to set it here and to do myself the
honour of inscribing my opusculum to

Professor DANIEL JONES
of University College London Perhaps it is better so after
all for now the student may be sure that any error or
misstatement in the book is just as certainly mine as any
merits in its technique are probably Professor Jones s The
grist for the mill I of course supplied and for it I am
responsible But how much of the milling has been his
And I cannot think of the lavishness and enthusiasm with
which to an extent which I could never have asked he
poured time and labour into the work of another man
without an admiration and gratitude which I find it difficult
to express

To the Rev T Grahame Bailey the many tongued of the
Punjab I was also deeply beholden for much help and
encouragement in the earlier stages of the work the first
draft of which he saw as far back as 1912

I desire to acknowledge here the profit which I derived
from reading Mattson s Etudes Phonetiques sur le Dialecte de
Beyrouth a very valuable little book

My thanks also to my colleagues the Revs E E Elder
and C C Adams of the American Mission Cairo for going
over the whole book when ready for the press and carefully
checking its statements with their own experience and
observations

W H T GairdnerCairo Christmas 1924
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CHAPTER I
PEELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

To acquire a true pronunciation of any foreign language
involves an entire revolution in our established habits of
articulation This is especially the case when the language
to be studied is one like Arabic in which the pronunciation
differs utterly from English and all other West European
languages

Every student must realize clearly from the outset that
this revolution in speech habits must extend to the minutest
particulars of pronunciation and affects both vowels con
sonants and intonation Even the apparent proximity
of many of the foreign sounds to those with which we are
familiar is really an added difficulty for it makes it easy for
us to stick to the familiar sounds through not noticing that
they are different from the foreign ones

The English student in particular must realize that he
starts at a special disadvantage when the language to be
learned is Arabic Compared with Arabic and also some
of the Continental European languages the normal English
method of articulation is characterized by a lack of energy
The lips and tongue do not perform such rapid or energetic
movements in English as they do in French or in Arabic

An important feature of English pronunciation which
is perhaps attributable to this lax method of articulation is
the feature often known as gradation i e the reduction of
vowels to a neutral sound a in unstressed syllables 1 Such
reduction does not occur in classical Arabic and but sparingly
in colloquial and special care on our part is necessary to
avoid introducing such weakenings into these languages

1 Thus the words and from the of undergo gradation in the phrases
two and six he comes from London the King of England
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Among other special difficulties we may mention here the
existence in Arabic of a number of throat sounds which
do not occur in English and the fact that the Arabic vowels
are pure whereas most of the so called long vowels in
English are diphthongic These and other sources of diffi
culty will be discussed fully in the subsequent chapters

In regard to the difficulty arising from the English laxness
of articulation it may be remarked that the student who has
had lessons in voice production and declamation will find
his knowledge of considerable assistance in connexion with
the learning of Arabic It cannot be insisted upon too often
that right breath management and the vigorous use of the
articulatory apparatus such as is aimed at in declamation
are just what is necessary for ordinary Arabic pronunciation

It is further necessary to have an ear intensely on the
alert to detect the intonation of the language and so to cul
tivate the faculty of mimicry The word mimicry is used
advisedly we need a stronger and more striking term than
the usual word copy or even imitate A lady once told
the writer that it was not until she plucked up her courage
to mimic her French friends it seemed most impolite to do
so and she quite expected them to take offence that her
efforts to speak French were greeted with applause and
they exclaimed Now that s more like it

Some people have the faculty of mimicry and are quite
unaware of what their articulatory apparatus tongue lips

c is doing when they are imitating strange voices or
sounds With others the faculty is less developed It is in
connexion with the development of this faculty that the
science of phonetics is particularly useful Phonetics is the
science which deals with the actions of the articulatory
organs by its aid we are able to give the student directions
as to how these organs should be placed for the produc
tion of new sounds how he may learn to get the organs
into those positions how to test the various shades of
sound until just the right one is distinguished and fixed

The object of this book then is to enable the student to
supplement whatever natural mimicking power he possesses
by that which he can cultivate from a knowledge of how
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each sound is produced by the vocal apparatus As soon as
the student has acquired this knowledge he will find that
he can be experimenting and improving his pronunciation
all day long Phonetics is a science the experiment labora
tory for which is carried about by every one with him and
thus whole ranges of vowel and of consonant sounds can be
gone over and tested sotto voce as he walks or rides abroad
or sits in his study alone All such exercise sharpens the
sound distinguishing sense and practises the sound producing
muscles

A few further general hints may be given here
1 Use the eye as well as the ear Observe people as they

speak and watch the teacher as he enunciates Watch par
ticularly the movements of the lips the manner and extent
of the uncovering of the teeth the visible movements of the
tongue Be sure to have in hand during the early lessons
a small mirror so that you can compare the movements of
your own lips tongue and jaws with those of the teacher
In many cases where the movements of the tongue are
ordinarily invisible the tongue positions may be ascertained
by inserting the finger or by measuring with a small ruler

2 Light is often thrown on the nature of Arabic sounds
by observing the way in which an Arabic person speaks
English Such observations are particularly useful for
learning to realize the differences between the Arabic vowel
sounds and the similar English ones 2

1 A small bone paper cutter does very well for this purpose
2 The following is a good method of making the characteristic

differences between similar sounds of different languages come vividly
to light Suppose the student is learning French and comes upon
a French word that closely resembles or perhaps at first seems to him
identical with an English word let him construct an English
sentence containing that English word then let him request his
French teacher to pronounce the similar French word when he says
the English sentence making a pause instead of the English word
Thus if the English student pronounces incorrectly the vowel in such
a French word as pern let him pronounce The cats on the hearth
requesting his teacher to insert the French word peur during the
pause The difference will then be glaring In a similar way the
student may be made to realize vividly the differences between such
English words as here house and the similar German words hier
Iiaus and between the English man and Arabic man who c
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3 Speak out boldly and do not try to hide mistakes by
mumbling the words Speaking out well brings faults to
the light of day and makes correction easier George Borrow
who was a great practical linguist said that in learning any
new language he invariably spoke 1 loudly and 2 slowly
It is remarkable how often people attempt to follow exactly
the opposite course

4 It is essential that the material collected in this book
should be gone through with an Arab speaking teacher
preferably a sheikh The teacher should be regarded as
a living phonograph who will translate the written examples
of the book into audible imitable sounds It must be
distinctly understood that this book is not intended to
supplant oral instruction its object is to supply a method
according to which such instruction should proceed The
book work should be studied carefully before each lesson
and the sheikh should be turned on like a phonograph to
exemplify the various points

Not only the method but also the perseverance and deter
mination to succeed must come chiefly from the student s
side Most oriental teachers start with a conviction perhaps
an unconscious one that it is absolutely impossible for a
European to acquire anything approaching a correct Arabic
pronunciation It is for the student to make up his mind
to demonstrate the falsity of that fixed idea one consequence
of which is that the teachers are often satisfied with the
feeblest approximations to the Arabic sounds The best way
for a student to ascertain whether he really pronounces
a sound well or not is to mispronounce it purposely from
time to time during his lessons If the sheikh appears to
be as well satisfied with the intentional mispronunciation
as he is with the attempt at the real sound the student may
be certain that his attempts at the real sound are still
considerably wide of the mark and that his teacher needs
some vigorous stimulating with regard to performing his
duty properly



CHAPTER II
THE ARABIC CONSONANTS IN GENERAL

Voiced and 1 Unvoiced
The Arabic consonants like the consonants in other

languages fall into a series of pairs in each of which pairs
one consonant is voiced and the other unvoiced

As this distinction is fundamental and important its
nature must be clearly realized and for this purpose it must
be understood what physically and phonetically is meant
by voice

Voice is produced by the vocal chords which are a pair of
elastic ligaments resembling lips situated in the larynx the
upper part of the wind pipe They are placed horizontally
from the back of the larynx to the front where they meet
in a node which in males can be felt from the outside of the
throat the familiar Adam s apple The space between the
chords is called the glottis The glottis is opened by separa
ting the inner ends of the chords a V shaped aperture being
thus formed The air from the lungs which is passed
through this aperture when fully opened is called breath
When the glottis is half closed and the breath has to pass
through the smaller aperture the frication thus caused pro
duces the sound called whisper 1 But when the vocal chords
are drawn close together and air from the lungs is forced
between them they are caused to vibrate very rapidly and
the vibrations produce the sound called voice These vibra
tions can be felt by the finger when pressed to the throat
just under the node mentioned above

It follows from this that voice is necessarily endowed with
musical pitch The pitch of the voice is made higher or
lower by the tightening or relaxing respectively of the
chords Pitch is being constantly altered in speaking just

1 Whisper is of different kinds and the false vocal chords which
are just above the true glottis contribute to one of these kinds
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as much as in singing The marked rises or falls in pitch
which accompany certain syllables in continuous speech are
often called accent or tone As the term accent has also
been used to denote stress it is better to refer to such pitches
as tone or pitch accent or musical accent

The unvoiced consonants are those which are produced
luitliout the co operation of voice as f But the voiced con
sonants cannot be produced without the co operation of

Fig 1 The Organs of Speech
B Back of Tongue Bl Blade of Tongue F Epiglottis F Front of

Tongue FP Food Passage H Hard Palate LL Lips P Pharyngal
Cavity Pharynx K Root of Tongue S Soft Palate TT Teeth
TR Teeth Ridge V Position of Vocal Chords W Windpipe

voice in passing from f f f to v vv for example it will
be found that what has happened is just the addition of voice
The quantity of breath passed through the glottis is at the
same time reduced as less is needed for setting the chords
into vibration

This may be tested 1 Stop the ears with the fingers and
prolong a v When this passes into f the humming sound
voice immediately ceases 2 For this reason it will be

found that v can be sung f cannot 3 And if the finger is
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pressed beneath the Adam s apple node it will be found that
the vibrating ceases instantly when v passes to f Similarly
for the pairs s and z and all the pairs which we shall study

Fig 2 The Mouth
1 Soft palate 2 Uvula 3 Pharynx 4 Tongue

Fig 3 The Larynx as seen through the Laryngoscope
a Gentle breathing b Deep breathing c Production of voice
T Tongue E Epiglottis VV Vocal chords W Windpipe

B Bifurcation of windpipe

Vowels in ordinary speech are all voiced as their name
vocales denotes

In ivliispering what happens is that voice is eliminated
both from the vowels and the voiced consonants The latter
then become similar to their unvoiced correlatives except
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that less breath is still used for them than for their correla
tives A whispered v or z resembles a very gentle f or s
respectively

The following are the pairs which are found in the Arabic
consonants They may be at once tried over with your pro
nunciation teacher in a preliminary way before coming to
the analysis of the sounds in the next chapter The larger
number of the pairs can be prolonged at will in fact as long
as the breath holds out and these are therefore called con
tinuants In the remainder a momentary action takes
place namely the release which terminates the stopping of
the breath and of the consonant s specific sound Such
consonants are therefore called stop consonants or stops
This division into continuants and stops anticipates the
more detailed classification of the next chapter The Arabic
equivalents have been added above or below the corresponding
Eomic letters

The Arabic i Continuants

1 w u C C 5Unvoiced f 1 f 8 s J x IS hVoiced 1 w m b ft z 2 1 ir 3 r 3 4 n g

j iJijJiJJ JC u
The Arabic 1 Stops

s

a i d J IUnvoiced f t i k q or 6Voiced lb d 5 J 7 g 8
4 tJ E E 01

1 Where one of a pair is left blank this means that the correlative
does not occur in Arabic or does not occur normally The most
obvious absentees for this list are p and v

2 Only in the colloquials
3 Only normally in the name for God
4 Only in Syrian colloquial
6 The voiced h fi is heard from some speakers in place of h
0 When this sound stands for jj as in Cairene colloquial we shall

represent it by i e with tail prolonged to the lower line
7 Upper Egypt Sudan
8 Only in colloquials



CHAPTEE III
THE CONSONANTS CLASSIFIED

In addition to the division of consonants into voiced and
unvoiced they are classified fundamentally

according to the manner of their articulation
b according to the organs by which the articulation is

effected
All these classifications were well known to the old Arab

grammarians the last section of whose works was a section
on the phonetics of the consonants 1 Their analysis is of
value to this day and its results are embodied in this book
for apart from details the Arabic sound system has not
altered in the centuries This is true as between the classical
language of those times and the same language on the lips of
modern speakers But it is no less true as between this
classical language and the Arabic colloquials

a In classifying consonants according to the manner of
their articulation the Continuants of the preceding chapter
are subdivided as follows

1 Nasal consonants in making which the breath escapes
through the nose while the mouth passage is closed
Example n

2 Lateral consonants in making which an obstacle is
placed in the middle of the mouth and the breath is free
to escape on one or both sides Example 1

3 llolled consonants also called Trilled which are formed
by setting into vibration a slender elastic organ specifi
cally the tongue point or the uvula when held full in
the breath stream Example r

1 For a glossary of some important Arabic phonetic terms see p 107
These may prove useful in lessons from sheikhs acquainted with
orthoepy iajwid as taught in the University of el Azhar to day
Orthoepy or the science of correct pronunciation was the sole object
of phonetics with the Arabs they wished to standardize the way in
which the Koran should be recited
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4 Fricative consonants made by forcing the breath
through a very much narrowed orifice the resulting
sound being produced by the friction thus set up
Example N B Fricatives in which the friction is
very feeble are often called semi vowels e g w j

The stop consonants of the preceding chapter from the
view point of this classification are usually called

5 Plosive consonants Two parts of the organs of speech
e g the two lips are held together and stop the breath
This action is the stop When the obstruction is
released and the air rushes out an explosion takes place
causing sound Hence plosive Example b

b In classifying the consonants according to the organs
which produce them a complete phonetic order which it is
hardly necessary to observe is wholly independent of the
English or the Arabic or the old Semitic order of the
alphabet is obtained This order proceeds from front the
two lips to back the glottis which constitute the two ex
tremes between which all consonants are necessarily articu
lated

This phonetic order is as follows read from left to right

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

bmwftdl9bsz tatt5 n r

For convenience of reference the consonants are now
given in the Arabic character and order with their phonetic
equivalents Bead from right to left

j j H 5 4 J szrddxfijGtb

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32

O e i

jwhnmlkqf
95
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Analysis of the Consonants

Class accord
ing to place of
articulation

Explanation of the Term Manner of
articulation

Arabic
consonants

Labial Articulated by the two lips Plosive
Nasal
Fricative

Unv Voiced
b

m

w

Labio
dental

Articulated by lower lip with 1
upper teeth

Fricative f

Dental Articulated by point of tongue
with upper teeth

Plosive
Lateral

Fricative

t d
1

jG b
s z

Alveolar
velarized

Articulated by point or blade 2
of tongue with teeth ridge
alveolum together with the

raising of the back of tongue
towards the soft palate
velum

Plosive
Lateral

Fricative

i a
i

1

Alveolar Articulated by point or blade of
tongue with teeth ridge

Nasal
Polled
Fricative

n

r

I 3
Palatal Articulated by front of tongue

with hard i e front of the
palate

Plosive
Fricative

T

i

Velar Articulated by back of tongue
with soft i e back of the
palate velum

Plosive
Fricative

lr aK 3
x

Uvular Articulated by extreme back of
tongue with velum at the
uvula

Plosive QL

Pharyngal Articulated in the pharynx i e
the passage below the uvula
and above the larynx

Fricative 1

Glottal Articulated in the glottis Plosive
Fricative h

1 The word with must be understood to include both contact and
approximation

2 The blade is the part of the tongue just behind the point



CHAPTER IV
THE CONSONANTS DESCRIBED

The Labials
1 I k I Formed as in English English students must be

i i careful not to half unvoice this sound when initial
The old Arabs were careful not to unvoice it when final
giving it a half vowel to ensure voicing But in colloquial
it is partially or wholly unvoiced in this position when
succeeding another consonant 1 Exx bint hab

m As in English Exx man fam
3 Formed as in English except that more care

should be taken over the rounding and protruding
of the lips especially when final as aw In the colloquial
the less vigorous articulation of this combination reduces aw
to the diphthongal au Exx wizz law See photograph
p 32 Fig 7

4

The Labio dental

f As in English Ex laff
The Dentals

5j FT j I These are true dental plosives that is to say the
I Ii tongue blade does not as in English t d come

into contact with the alveolum or gum behind the upper
teeth but with the upper teeth themselves The tongue tip
is turned down and can often be seen through the interstices of

the teeth See photograph p 16 Fig 1
1 It then becomes a gentle p Nevertheless Arabic people experience

considerable difficulty in pronouncing ordinary sounds and are
under the impression that the consonant does not exist in Arabic
See p 53
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MOUTH POSITIONS

Set I The Consonants t s j 1 J

Fig 4 1 Fig 5 J
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Secondly the contact is loose not tight The blade of
the tongue is removed very gently as the air is released with
a marked hiss This is called in Phonetics affrication
Arabic td are more strongly affricated than the normal
English consonants The hiss is most marked in closing
a word

These two vitally important considerations result in sounds
entirely different from the corresponding English ones

7 I l 1 1 The usual Arabic 1 is formed as follows The
14 I I tip of the tongue touches the upper teeth the
edges being pressed all round the teeth while the front of

Fig 4 Dental clear 1

the tongue is simultaneously raised in the direction of the hard
palate The air passage being thus closed in the centre the
air escapes on one or both sides of the tongue hence the term

lateral 2 See photograph on p 16 Fig 4
This variety of 1 is often called clear Its characteristic

clearness depends it is most important to note on the
raising of the front of the tongue and the depressing of its back
part

Though the dark variety of this consonant t belongs
to the alveolar group it is necessary to discuss it here in

1 It is convenient to discuss these two sounds together
2 According to the old Arab phoneticians it escaped normally on

the left side They say that in some speakers it escapes on the right
And one of them carefully records that in the case of the Caliph
Omar Cjnmar it escaped on both sides

B
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close connexion with 1 For i the tip of the tongue comes
hack and now touches the teeth ridge the area of contact
also being reduced and at the same time the back of the
tongue is raised totcards the back of the soft palate or velum

The distinction between clear 1 and dark i is a source of
serious difficulty to some English and still more to nearly
all Scotch and American students English people ordinarily
but by no means universally use a clear 1 before vowels but
a darker i before consonants and finally Thus the words
leave feel field little are very generally pronounced li v
fi t fi td litt On the other hand many Scotch and

Fig 5 Alveolar dark f
most Americans use a dark everywhere though perhaps
not quite so velarized a one as i in Arabic xiWu h Allah
It is therefore absolutely necessary for each student to
ascertain exactly how he pronounces his own I in order
that he may know what to avoid and what to acquire in
pronouncing Arabic 1 and i It is worth any trouble to get
Arabic 1 correctly the other gives few people any trouble
for it is incessantly occurring and to turn it into i as un
fortunately is habitually done by too many is peculiarly
offensive to Arab ears as appears from the way this particular
mistake is singled out for caricature

Those who use i normally should realize that they will
have great difficulty in pronouncing Arabic clear 1 when it
is final or followed by a consonant e g fl l elephant, Jilt
I carried or even as in balad country The sound is
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best acquired by placing the tongue in the i position pressing
the edges to the front teeth and then prolonging an Z sound
When once a good clear 1 can be pronounced it is necessary
to practise it assiduously in different combinations e g il

el al ul ilt eld c
The only place where i is recognized by the Arabs them

selves as occurring in Arabic is in the Divine Name Allah
except when i occurs as first vowel Thus T ii D h
uii D h but lillaib to God But actually it frequently
occurs in words where 1 is influenced by neighbouring velar
izing consonants see next section e g t TDirub a request
where i influences the next three phonemes and turns 1
into i mBiD ti Maltese where the influence is regressive
And so ju iBb he is crucified i influenced by S In
ultra careful reading the above words would doubtless be
sounded tnlab ju s lab

When 1 is final and succeeds a consonant it is usually
unvoiced in Egyptian colloquial The character for unvoiced
1 is 1 The apparently difficult Welsh 11 is simply 1
greatly strengthened by increased breath pressure In
Syrian such words are pronounced with voiced final 1 in
fact a distinct vowel is often inserted between the two con
sonants Ex Egyptian rigl foot Syrian riql riqel or
even rige l Exx of 1 labo lidd lubb jild alf nu lt
8 I e ft I G and b are the interdental fricatives 6 being
9 I I breathed and b voiced In pronouncing them
the tip of the tongue is placed between the slightly opened
teeth 9 and b are the sounds of tlx in the English words
tliin and then They occur in literary Arabic but not in the
colloquials In the colloquials they have passed into t or s
and d or z respectively 1 Exx 6amm 6amm ba08 Jabb

10 I I The most notable difference between these
11Ll Arabic sibilants and the corresponding English
ones is that in Arabic the hiss is very much stronger and
more sibilant than in English So weak and indeterminate
does our hiss often appear to Orientals that pronunciation
teachers often annoy their pupils by accusing them of having

1 See Appendix p 81
E 2
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made 8 instead of s Similarly in z the buzz is stronger and
clearer in Arabic than in English

It is not possible to describe the exact position of the
tongue point in making this strong hiss It will approximate
to the speakers natural a but in such matters the differences
are fractions of millimetres Each student must experiment
until he recognizes the exact position in which he can pro
duce the clean clear sibilance characteristic of Arabic s and
z But the position of the upper lip is also very important
It is lifted clear of the upper teeth which are thus disclosed
very much more markedly than is the case of English s z

See Fig 2 p 16
Exx sann zaff mass hazz

The velarizing Alveolars
These are a group of consonants t i ft which

differ from t d 1 b s z respectively after the fashion already
described under 1 that is to say the tongue point is now
alveolar and the back of the tongue is raised towards the back of
the velum 1 i e the extreme back of the palate The tongue
feels as if it fills the mouth This velarization was
described by the old Arab phoneticians as a lidding 2 they
said that the tongue seems to fill the cavity above like
a lid i When by experiment the student becomes conscious
of the exact movement of the back of the tongue all these
six consonants may be easily deduced from their correlatives
It will only be necessary to give one or two additional points
of information below

4 The articulation of the tongue point being
alveolar it is no longer seen between thei,S12

13
interstices of the teeth The upper lip as with all their

1 Compare Fig 4 with Fig 5 2 Ar itbag 3 Ar tobaq
4 Original Arabic J was very differently pronounced and still is so

in Arabia and Mesopotamia It was pronounced laterally against the
left side teeth with strong affrioation This combination of velariz

ing with afi rication and lateralizing doubtless characterized the
correspondent Hebrew consonant which is usually transliterated is
It was this sound not S that the Arabs considered so difficult that they
denied to foreigners the ability to pronounce it and therefore called
themselves The people who speak with jZ
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consonants is laxer and more drooped Exx lull dull
troll frj a

t See above under 1

15 r The velarized correlative of b In Egypt it is
practically only heard in Koranic reading being

otherwise replaced by even in speaking classical But
further east it is commonly heard Exx frunn rpfrft
16 r I The velarized correlations of s z Note also
17 1 1 carefully that the upper lip is not lifted as with
s and z It droops or the lips are slightly rounded Exx

T ff x nn U5 5 I D See photograph on p 16 Fig 3
The Alveolars

18 r H As English n Some English people produce
I 1 a very imperfectly nasalized n which sounds as

if the speaker had a cold This must be carefully avoided
Exx nam farm

Rolled r

Fig 6

19 I I r is an alveolar rolled consonant i e it is formed
1 by a rapid succession of taps of the tip of the

tongue against the teeth ridge Fig 6 The Arabic r is
identical in formation with the Scotch r but it is not so
prolonged two taps of the tongue is sufficient

The ordinary Southern English r 1 is unrolled and the
1 Denoted phonetically by J when a special symbol is required

It is only at the beginning of a syllable that English letter r represents
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acquisition of rolled r by those who only use an unrolled r
sometimes requires considerable practice Rolled r may be
acquired by starting from unrolled r and pronouncing it
with great force and with sudden jerks of breath trying all
the time to keep the tip of the tongue as loose as possible
Many students find it easier to roll voiceless r first

Other well known exercises are to pronounce tadaitada
teda or gada gada gada with gradually increasing
speed when pronounced very fast they tend to turn into
tra tra tra gra gra gra with a single flap r
When the mechanism of single flap r has been acquired
the sound may be extended to a fully rolled r

Students are specially warned against using the variety
of unrolled r known as inverted or retroflex r It
is a variety in which the tip of the tongue is curved back
towards the hard palate It may be observed in the
American and South West of England pronunciation of
words in which r does not commence a syllable as far farm
work 1

When rolled r has been mastered the student must be
careful to use the sound properly in connected speech It
is particularly necessary to pronounce it distinctly when
a consonant follows or when it occurs at the end of a
word

As we saw in the case of 1 r is found unvoiced but still
rolled in Egyptian colloquial when final and preceded by
a consonant e g sitr curtain 2 In Syria it is voiced or
a short neutral vowel is inserted between the two consonants

Exx ruff marr fard
It is not too soon to warn English speakers that Arabic

r has no lengthening influence on the preceding vowel In
the two above words marr fard for example the a is
quite short

a consonant at all In the word farm for example it indicates
a mere prolongation of the vowel

1 Some phoneticians deny that this cerebral r is a consonant
at all These hold that it is a mere modification of the preceding
vowel

2 Unvoicing of r or r occurs in French under similar circum
stances e g in quatre coffre when final
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20
21 J 5

J and 3 are alveolar fricatives in which the tip
of the tongue is a little further back and the

front of the tongue more raised than for s and z J is
breathed and 3 is voiced The latter is only heard in Syria 1

J is the English sound of sh as in ship 3 is the medial
consonant in pleasure See p 16 Fig 5 Exx Jamni baJJ

The Palatals
22 I I This is the voiced plosive formed by raising the

I 1 front of the tongue so as to touch the hard palate
midway between the contact points of d and g for which
reason and because it is the stop sound corresponding to

Fig S

fricative j it sometimes sounds to the ear like dy sometimes
like gy

It might be conjectured that this is the original Arabic
con sonant It is variously replaced in different parts of the
Arabic speaking world the varieties ranging from d in front
to g back This is intelligible as J is exactly central and
as we therefore conjecture original In Cairo and Lower
Egypt it is replaced by g in parts of Syria by 3 2 In the
literary language generally speaking by d3 3 In remoter
parts of Upper Egypt and in Nubia by d It is in the

1 In Egypt only as part of the group dj see below
2 French j in jeu in English as 3 in azure
3 English j in jam Correlative to this change from g to J3 is the

change from k to tj in some countrified districts of Egypt and
Palestine
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Soudan and Upper Egypt generally that j itself is heard
Thus the Arabic word for army is cje J in Cairo je J in
Upper Egypt and Soudan 3e J in Syria d erj or more
strictly d 3ajj in the Classical and de J in the remoter
districts It will be seen that these variations form an
intelligible series

Fig 9 ds

Throughout this book j will be uniformly written for the
classical g for the colloquial consonant and it will be for
the student to pronounce the variety that he chooses

23 j j I As English y in l yes In pronouncing j the front
I 1 of the tongue is raised towards the hard palate

leaving only a very narrow space for the escape of air The
tongue position is higher than that of the vowel i just high
enough to cause friction as the air passes through the
narrowed orifice though the friction and the resulting con
sonantal sound are so weak that this sound is often called
a semi vowel Analogous circumstances are observable in
the case of the other semi vowel w and its correlative u It
is at these two points therefore j i and w u that consonant
passes into vowel See also p 32

Just as we saw aw is often weakened in the colloquials
into the diphthong au so aj becomes ai When it is
necessary to produce aj and not ai the tongue must be
sharply raised to the consonantal position so that a definite j
is produced Exx jad bajn lajj
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21
25

The Velars
The tongue positions are as in English Arabic
k is strongly affricated see p 17 when followed

by a vowel and notably when final
For g see under j Exx kaff fakk gass lagg

26 r j If the syllables ik ak uk as in English hoolc be
pronounced in succession and the point of contact

in the soft palate carefully noted in each case it will be
found that it recedes from front to back being farthest back
at uk If the student then causes the tongue to approach
any of these k positions but before contact occurs forces

Fig 10 k Fig 11 ij
the breath through the narrowed orifice x will result The
result is as if one clears one s throat very far forward When
the student can i roduce the sound in isolation he must
practise it in different combinations and more particularly
with a vowel following English speaking students must be
careful to avoid making complete contact of the tongue with
the palate which would produce k or sometimes a combina
tion kx a bad mistake The sound is the same as the
German cli in acli but not the cli in ich for this cli is except
in German Switzerland a palatal fricative the unvoiced
correlative of j The scrape which is an essential of
Arabic x is due to agitation of the soft extremity of the
velum by the breath forced through the narrow orifice

Exx xub duxt muxx
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27 This voiced consonant is the nearest voiced correla
tive to x but it is not an exact correlative in Arabic

for no velar scrape is heard No attempt therefore should
be made to articulate it like the guttural German r Eather
is it to be identified with the North German soft g in ivagen
If the student can pronounce the ch in Scotch loch correctly
not with velar scrape and then voices that fricative g results
Another plan is to think of tbe sound g but to pronounce
lazily so that the contact is not quite complete Or listen
to a very young baby saying ghoo Lu Exx gad Jual
sabag

The Uvular

28 I 1 If the series ik ak uk is taken another stage further
l LI back contact is made at the very extremity of the

soft palate and q results To the English ear q is a retracted
variety of k but to Arabs it is virtually as different from k
as k is from t for in Arabic as in Hebrew also words dis
tinguished solely by q or k bear wholly different meanings
The sound is replaced in most of the colloquials e g by 7 1
in Cairene g in Upper Egyptian and Sudanese and a very
energetic f in N Syria In Egyptian colloquial the sound

1 i e the glottal stop see no 32 below Where the sound stands
for an original q it will be represented by the longer tailed 7 other
wise by
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q is not heard except in the word qur a n Koran Exx
qad daqq

29 fc

Pharyngals

This is a pharyngal unvoiced fricative formed
further back and lower down than x and entirety

ivitlwut velar vibration This point is vitally important for
the least suspicion of scrape turns into x a change which
may change the meaning of an Arabic word into one that is
utterly sometimes disastrously different It is probable
that in forming it the epiglottis descends leaving only
a narrow passage past the false vocal chords through
which the air is forced

We are faced with two difficulties in regard to the two
pharyngals and In the first place it is very difficult to
observe the formation of the sounds and in the second place
the knowledge of the manner of their formation is not of
much help to the learner owing to the difficulty of feeling
and controlling what goes on in the pharynx The difficulties
are even greater in the case of the sound c j which will be
described next

li may be learned by observing that it is practically the
same as what is known as stage whisper in English All
the student has to do is to put his mouth into the position
of one of the opener vowels preferably the sound x as in
saw and whisper this vowel as strongly as he can Another
method is to pronounce an ordinary h as in hot prolong it
and try to tighten the jjharynx during its production increas
ing the expulsion of air at the same time

The sound iE is by no means difficult to pronounce by
itself but requires practice to be able to put a vowel after it
and still more to put a vowel before it It is necessary to
practise very slowly at first pronouncing 6 as directed in
the preceding paragraph and then a vowel say a quite
separate from it Then the two sounds must be gradually
brought together thus la a 1i a fi a tia Similar exer
cises must be practised with other vowels and with vowels
preceding the sound 6 Exx feann laffiL
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30 I I is generally regarded as the voiced correlative of fi
I 1 and this is partially true for if is unvoiced 6 is

found to result But in voicing fi it will be found that the
general tenseness in the pharynx is notably increased and it
is probable that there are other physical modifications also
The student should try voicing 1l first He will find that
the voice pitch which naturally results is a very low one
resembling a sort of growl rather than a musical note In
fact the following direction has been suggested Sing down
to your bottom note and then one lower The sound that

W 3results is the basis of the Thus e g m
lowest

musical note
and so the following exercise on all may help in the pro
duction of this consonant

T T Vah oThus in passing to from a preceding vowel the voice
has to descend rapidly often through more than an octave
and is cut off at its lowest pitch If a vowel follmvs the
pitch begins at its lowest and rises quickly through a similar
interval to normal vowel pitch Exx

a i i t jaT

m t a ja
i

When j is final and preceded by another consonant as in
man 1 prevention a hardly audible grunt is all that is pro
duced being merely a momentary touch below the lowest note

ggj
the voice is capable of producing thus r

1

The consonant is not necessarily an ugly sound On
the contrary this momentary lowering and raising of the
pitch of the voice when occurs between vowels produces

1 Women speak on an average about a sixth 1 higher than men
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a liquid gurgling sound which if properly executed is quite
the reverse of unpleasing Final j is harsher to the European
ear When shouted in anger or excitement the consonant
may have an ear splitting effect which carries long distances

The student may try eliminating voice from 1 iE should
result if at the same time the force of the breath is increased
It is worthy of note that is sometimes substituted for in
Egyptian colloquial when followed by an unvoiced consonant

e g bitafiti mine for bita ti
Exx ali ma ja jan da man

the position for any vowel sound
All varieties of h have one feature in common namely

the wide open glottis and pharynx For this reason it is
customary to designate h sounds by the term glottal frica
tive and it is interesting to notice that it was classified by
the Arabs as among the glottal sounds

It is possible to produce a voiced consonant corresponding
to h The phonetic sign for it is fi It is formed by causing
the vocal chords to vibrate as for voice but by using a larger
quantity of air than is necessary for voice only the super
fluous air produces a certain friction in the glottis which
can be heard in addition to the voice The effect is that of
a kind of groan The normal h sound in English is un
voiced but voiced fi is sometimes used between vowels as
in comprehend In Arabic too fi may be heard as variant of h
Thus duhn or dufin oil are alternative pronunciations

The effect of voiced fi is particularly noticeable if used at
all in final position or when followed by a consonant as
above Both h and fi are difficult for English people to
pronounce when they occur in final position or when fol
lowed by a consonant since they do not occur in English in
these positions The best way of practising such syllables
as ah uh is to imagine that a vowel is going to follow thus
the student may start from aha uhu ihi and gradually
diminish the length of the second vowel until it disappears
entirely Exx hadd r h bin fahm wagh wajh

The Glottals
h is the sound produced when the glottis is wide
open the pharynx uncontracted and the mouth in
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is the plosive consonant produced by completely
closing the vocal chords and then suddenly separa

ting them It is often called the glottal stop From its
nature it cannot be voiced for it is impossible simultaneously
to produce an explosion and a vibrating from the vocal
chords

The glottal stop is prefixed by many English speakers to
words which are generally considered to begin with vowels
particularly when the vowel is strongly stressed Thus
many would prefix it to the word our in the sentence It
wasn t our fault if the word is pronounced with emphasis
The sound may likewise be observed when a person pro
nounces the names of the English letters a c i o rapidly and
staccato one after another the has the effect of separating
the vowels from each other This is what was meant by
the old term hiatus in this connexion

The sound is easy enough to make by itself or when
followed by a vowel In Arabic it can equally occur before
a consonant and finally When initial it is considerably
weaker than in other positions

The glottal stop is used as a substitute for medial t as in
water fortnight in many English dialects including those of
London Edinburgh and Glasgow An exaggerated is the
explosive sound heard in coughing a might therefore be
described as a very slight cough

In French it is seldom heard words like time on i e those
which begin with a vowel being pronounced with open
glottis the smooth breathing of Greek In German on the
other hand words which begin with a vowel in reality begin
with a very vigorously pronounced consonant namely
e g alt an c The same is usually the case in English
though the plosion is much less noticeable in English an
than in German an

It follows from this that in Arabic as in Hebrew where
is the aleph no word begins with a vowel Words

written in English letters like alcbar abu are really pro
nounced akbar abu but with weak plosion as in English

The sound is known to the Arabs as hamza compres
sion i e of the larynx or more full hamzatu 1 qjoi
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the hamza of cutting i e separating because of the
hiatus made by the closing of the vocal chords and the

stopping of voice and breath This Arabic description of
the sound suggests a final hint of great practical importance
namely that wherever occurs voice and breath must be
entirely cut off for a moment For example al ab the
father can only be prevented from passing into al ab by
entirely cutting off voice and breath after al Exx ab
la bad

Appendix see p 19
On the change in colloquial of

0 t or s
b d or z

ct or

It is rather puzzling and an exception to the laws which
usually obtain in such cases that Arabic interdentals undergo
change in colloquial along two parallel and alternative lines
and become a dental plosives or b sibilants The ex
planation is probably this the true spontaneous change was
to dental plosives the sibilants being probably the result of
an attempt to classicize i e to imitate the interdentals of
literary Arabic on the part of semi educated people This
explanation is supported by an observation of two constant
facts that within the same root the words with sibilant change
are less common and more literary than those with plosive
change and that the more countrified the speech the more
the former gives way to the latter Exx
Classical root Sibilant change Plosive change
V hr xi hir brilliant hut frT hir a place name
y ftlm ulm oppression ctrilma darkness

6nj sanna second a motion ta ni 2nd
V 910 sa lu s Trinity ta lit 3rd

musallas triangle tala ta 3
V 0mn sami n precious taman price
V 6nb zanb sin danab tailJ 6jl tazji l appendix del tail
ha 6a this ha z8 in reading da in speech
a lik that za lik da k



CHAPTER V
THE AEABIC VOWELS IN GENERAL

We have already seen in discussing voice that voice is
the basis of all vowels as it is of some consonants p 11
Further the articulation of the vowels just as of the con
sonants is due to the different positions of the tongue and
lips which modify the voiced breath stream as it passes
from the lungs into the air by creating for them resonance
chambers of different sizes and shapes

It is possible to unvoice vowels When this is done they
cease to be vowels in the true sense of the word but the
tongue and lip positions remain the same and the essential
vowel differences caused by the different resonance chambers
remain unaffected by the absence of voice Indeed the
quality of vowels may best be tested by whispering Students
are recommended for instance to whisper the sounds i a u
observing 1 the movements of tongue and lips and 2 the
pitch characteristic of each sound it will be found that the
pitch clearly descends from i through a to u

From Fricative Consonant to Vowel
In the preceding chapter we noted that at two points

consonant passes into vowel One of these is where the
palatal fricative j is slightly lowered so that the frication
made by the air passing through the orifice is gradually
reduced to zero and the vowel i results This is one of the
two extreme or narrow vowels The other is u In an
allusion to this vowel in the previous chapter we were only
considering its lip articulation which approximated to that
of the semi vowel w 1 But its tongue position must now be
noted It is velar The back of the tongue is raised till it
approximates to the g position but is kept just low enough
to allow of frication being reduced to zero when u results

1 In some languages j and w are not recognized as consonants at all
and are spelt as vowels e g Fr ouest ouadi
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Set II The Vowels normal values

Fig 6 u Fig 7 End of Arabicdiphthong au aw

Fig 8 o Eia 9 Arabic anormal value

Fig 10 e Fig 11 i
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This high tongue position is not so easy to test by feeling as
is the case with i but with care it can be satisfactorily
tested

In i and u therefore we have the two extreme or narrow
vowel positions the raised part of the tongue in i being the
fore part in u the back If the tongue is gradually lowered
from the first position a series of vowels called front
vowels is obtained the principal Arabic ones of which are
denoted in this book by the characters e and a If the
tongue is gradually lowered from the second position a series
of back vowels is obtained of which those that occur in

Fig 13 Approximate tongue Pig 14 Approximate tongue
positions of tlie front Cardinal positions of the back Cardinal
Vowels i e e a Vowels a o o u
Arabic are denoted by the signs o and x If the raised part
of the tongue is central a series of vague vowels is obtained
of which those that occur in Arabic we denote by the signs
a 1 and a Finally when the tongue lies as low as possible
and the passages are made as open as possible the open a
results Thus a i and u are the three extreme and funda
mental vowels and might be diagrammatized as a sort of
inverted triangle with apex low at a and raised base i u
The other vowels would thus be arranged along the sides
a i and ct u or up the middle 2

1 We shall nevertheless abandon the diacritic dot as superfluous for
reasons given on p 37

2 For a more precise schematization see p 38 and the diagram
there given

C
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Vowels have a secondary lip articulation Open a is

accompanied by wide oven lips the narrower vowels i and
u by an opening which is as narrow as possible with this
difference that in the case of i the lips are slightly spread
in the case of u notably rounded as in the position of w
These particular combinations of lip and tongue positions

are not the only possible ones But they are the natural
and the usual ones and they are the ones universally found
in Arabic See the photographs on p 32

This phonetic and physical fact of three fundamental
vowel positions is reflected in the very structure of the
Arabic language and character for the three cases of that
language are inflected by means of these three vowels and
in the character signs are provided for these three alone
The different varieties of a sound x a d a are not recog
nized by the Arabs as having any significance in Arabic
and o and e are not recognized because they do not occur in
the classical but are merely colloquial correspondents to the
diphthongic aw and aj respectively But since the subject
of this book is the phonetics not the grammar of Arabic
and since it takes into account the colloquials it becomes
quite necessary to distinguish all these vowels by signs
We see in this one of the reasons which make the Arabic

character unsuitable for the study of the colloquial
The Arabic names for the three fundamental vowels are

as follows
For the a vowel fatBa opening so called from the openness

of the air passage at throat and lips
For the n vowel Et/Dmma gathering togetherdescribing the

position of the lips
For the i voivel kasrx breaking so called either because

the free passage of the breath is broken by the narrow
tongue position or from the fissure like position of the
lips
Apart from this the Arab phoneticians took no interest in

the vowels and we lose their further guidance in the matter
It is only possible to guess by inferences from chance
allusions in their works what were the exact phonetic values
of the old Arabic vowels how far variations occurred and
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how far the vowels of those days coincided in value with
ihose of to day or varied therefrom

Long and Short Vowels
The differences in vowel sounds that have been described

so far are differences in quality produced by varying the
positions of the tongue and lips It is the exceedingly great
variety of these possible positions which makes possible the
very large number of different vowels when all languages
are considered as well as the innumerable nuances of
dialectic or individual peculiarities But vowels may also
differ in quantity that is to say in the duration of their
prolongation Generally speaking long vowels are sounded
for about twice as long as short For example the a sound
in fattier takes about twice as long as that in fatter The i sound
in head is about twice as long as that in heat In classical
Arabic this proportion is definitely recognized and is
accurately maintained in the most polished style of reading

The sign for prolongation employed in this book is after
the vowel Thus fcu a 1 father

English and Arabic Vowels compared
Before coming on to the description of Arabic vowels it is

important to notice how fundamentally in one respect the
English system differs from the Arabic namely that when
the English 1 prolong a vowel sound they nearly always
change the position of tongue or lips or both at the end of
the sound in other words their long vowels are diph
thongized 2 In Arabic tongue and lips are held absolutely
steady from start to finish In other words Arabic long
vowels are pure

This important difference may cause trouble at first but
it is absolutely necessary to keep these Arabic vowels pure
as our method of gliding from one position to another in
lengthening vowels is very distasteful to the Arab ear and

1 But not the Scotch nor some Northern English The Americans
are divided

2 The long vowel in do is really u in see ij in say ei in low ou
in scarce ea

c 2
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lends itself painfully to caricature It is curious what
difficulty some English people have in holding tongue and
lips motionless from beginning to end of a vowel sound
But to make the effort definitely is to succeed

The Arab boy has a really much harder task to diph
thongize his pure vowels in speaking English and to do so
to the nuance of accuracy that is necessary One reason
which makes most English speaking by Orientals so foreign
is that they do not diphthongize their vowels or do
so incorrectly And their English teachers often have no
standard and no notation wherewith to describe and fix
these nuances 1

Nasalizing of Vowels
The nasal timbre is produced by the failure of the soft

palate to block the nasal cavity completely This complete
blocking takes place every time a vowel is sounded by
a non nasalizing speaker The result is that the air in the
nasal cavity is thrown into sympathetic vibration and breath
passes through the nose as well as the mouth The French
fully nasalize some vowels Most Americans partially nasalize
all vowels But by both the greatest pains must be taken
to eliminate nasalizing entirely in speaking Arabic as the
effect of it in Arabic is very marked and very inacceptable

1 For the sake of completeness it may be added here that in the
consonants the chief failures of Arabic speakers of English are as follows
1 instead of i dental t too strongly affricated instead of the English
alveolar plosive strong instead of weak sibilant s and the use of
before all words beginning with vowels instead of joining those words
to the preceding ones These hints may prove useful for English
teachers of English to Orientals



CHAPTER VI
THE VOWELS DESCEIBED

Some of the phonetic characters employed for the vowels
in this book are used with values somewhat different from
their cardinal values Thus Arabic a is hearer the sound
represented in the International Phonetic Alphabet by se
than it is to the a which represents the cardinal vowel in
French page Again the short a the vowel sound in English
l ud we represent by a We employ a rather than se because
it is far the commonest Arabic a phoneme And we employ
a instead of a or d because it is the short vowel which
regularly corresponds to the long vowel a and though not
identical is very near a in quality We thus save a symbol
The following equations for the a phoneme therefore may
be noted at the outset by those familiar with the cardinal
positions and the I P A notation

In this hook I P Aa resembles sea always short aa always long ax r

For an account of the cardinal vowel positions and theii
sound values the student is referred to books on general
Phonetics Since they serve as a norm to which all vowel
positions and vowel values may be referred it is obvious that
a precise theoretical and experimental knowledge of these
cardinal sounds is of supreme utility for determining all
other vowels in whatsoever language It might be men
tioned here that the cardinal sounds may be heard in gramo
phone records His Master s Voice series No B 804

In the following diagram kindly prepared by Professor
Daniel Jones the positions of the cardinal vowels are shown
together with the approximate relative positions of the
Arabic vowels The black dots represent the tongue positions
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of the cardinal vowels the circles representing the tongue
positions of the Arabic ones Where the two coincide
it means that that Arabic vowel does not differ from the
cardinal one 1 Where they differ the signs are apart

We shall now describe the Arabic vowels beginning from
the close front position and passing down and up the two
sides of the vowel figure till we reach the close back position

Front

a V
Cardinal vowel O Arabic vowel

Fig 15 Tongue positions of the Arabic Vowels compared with tbose
of the Cardinal Vowels For the lip positions see the photographs onp 32

At the conclusion of the description of the vowels we shall
deal with the diphthongs

1 i l n i ia c as n English there are two
1 a I I varieties of i sound a closer one which is
generally long and an opener one which is always short
Thus the relation between the Arabic vowel in si n the
letter S and that in sinn tooth is similar to that existing
between the English vowels in seen and sin As the use of
open i in Arabic follows a regular rule it is not necessary for
practical purposes to use a separate phonetic symbol for it 2

The Arabic long i is cardinal i It is identical in quality
though not in quantity with the French vowel in lit It is

similar to the English vowel in sheep

1 Except in the case of o where the tongue position is that of
cardinal a but with the addition of some lip rounding

2 The International Phonetic symbol for use in cases where it is
essential to mark the difference between tense and lax i is I
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Many English speakers as we have already seen diph
thongize to some extent the so called English long i The
tongue instead of remaining in one position throughout the
sound moves upwards towards the position j This diph
thongization is particularly noticeable in words like see key
where the vowel is final English people who pronounce in
this way must be careful not to do so in Arabic The Arabic
long i is perfectly pure except in less refined colloquial 1
and the student must practise repeating it until he can pro
nounce it without the slightest motion of tongue or jaw 2

The Arabic short i I P A i which is used when followed
by a consonant terminating a syllable is identical with the
English vowel in sit Open short i is somewhat closer
All long i sounds are close

When the short open i is followed by the velarized con
sonants i c the vowel tends to be modified in the
direction of the mixed position 3 and a more obscure sound
results This modification in the vowel is only an incidental
result of the passage of the tongue from the close front
position of i to the raised back position required for the
velarized consonants The speaker undoubtedly aims at
pronouncing a true i as is shown by the fact that with the
long vowel no such modification takes place only a glide
vowel is heard leading to the consonant see below

When the i is long and is succeeded by one of these velarized

consonants or by q x ti a glide vowel is heard 4
resembling the A sound in English up Thus ri rl swell

1 Thus in Cairo frj may sometimes be heard for fi and so arDbijja
for arDbijja

2 The fact that the Arabs employ their sign for j to denote the
prolongation of i should not mislead us into supposing that they
diphthongize the vowel or close it by a consonantal j

3 i e towards the sound represented in international phonetic
notation by I I is a sound exactly intermediate between i and ra
unrounded u

In Hebrew this glide is definitely recognized as a vowel called
the furtive pathah

Examples of modified i

Modified

li robber
Contrast

liss
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sounds rather like ri ifi And so for the others e g fi p 3
overflow To labour this however would be to exaggerate

The proper pronunciation of the consonant will produce quite
as much glide as is necessary When i or i is preceded by
a velarized consonant there is no perceptible modification of
the vowel but an incidental passing vowel resembling a very
short u is perceptible Exx

i n China and contrast si n the letter s
t u i n mud ti n figsct u idd against didd

2 I I The e of Egyptian and other colloquials has the
1 value of cardinal e The sound is usually found

prolonged being a development of the diphthongic ai It
does however occur short when followed by two consonants
It does not occur in literary Arabic Exx be t house

betna our house
This vowel is very near the French e in the and the

German sound cc in Ileer It does not occur in Southern
English its place being taken by a diphthong of the type ei
or ei thus dei or dei day Northern English and Scotch
people however pronounce the vowel pure thus de day

Those who diphthongize should determine what kind of
sound they make in pronouncing words like day play game
They will probably find that the first element in their diph
thong is lower than cardinal e In practising the Arabic
sound e it is necessary 1 to see that there is no motion
whatever of tongue or jaw 2 to make the sound nearer i
than the English person is naturally inclined to make it

When e or e are preceded or followed by the velarizing
and other modifying consonants phenomena may be observed
similar to those noted under i i but less marked as might
be expected After S e g e d the rounding necessitated
by the consonant is carried over to the vowel

3 r Lowering the tongue till it lies nearly flat in the
mouth we reach the commonest of all the Arabic

vowels denoted in this work by a In sound and in position
it is very near to the English vowel in man I P A as
The subtle difference may best be appreciated by the ear
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if an Arabic speaker is asked to fill in the Arabic word
man in the sentence Every man is mortal the
student saying the rest of the sentence audibly Phoneti
cally this means that in Arabic a the highest point of the
tongue is a little further back than in English man I P A se
in the direction of the sound in English bird I P A a

It is to be further distinguished from English a in man by
the following 1 in Arabic a the tongue is less lax than in
English because 2 its point is held in firm contact with the
lower teeth which is not the case with English se further
8 the lips are widely separated Let all rigidity however

be avoided everything is flexible but steady Exx bal
bail

It is even more necessary to observe these directions when
the vowel is prolonged a for otherwise English students
find a great difficulty in pronouncing a which is one of the
commonest and most sonorous sounds in the language There
are two typical mistakes which one hears in student after
student

1 English a in bird is substituted the cure for this is
to flatten and front the tongue more and to open the mouth
properly see photograph on p 32 Fig 9

2 The diphthong heard in Southern English bear pho
netically bea is substituted the cure for this is to steady
the tongue against the teeth and hold it absolutely still till
voice is cut off and the vowel ceases

These mistakes are attempts to avoid the ordinary
Englishman s version of the sound which is the a of father

There is no sound resembling Arabic a in French or
German German long a is near to the a of father The
French long a in page is half way between Arabic a and
English a It is heard in the Sudan e g sa kit plain

4 I I Practically as the long vowel in English father
I Tongue low down but with the tongue point

withdrawn a little from the lower teeth Mouth well open
as with a This vowel is only found long Exx bait 1

1 It cannot be denied that various nuances are heard for these long
modified a sounds For example with some speakers the a in na r fire
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5 I I Nearly as the short vowel in English what
Americans pronounce this word differently and

for them this illustration is misleading Tongue flat but
with the back of it beginning to rise a little In prolonging
this vowel the quality must not be altered in the least The
tongue must not be made tenser nor the mouth opening
contracted however slightly which two changes take place
in English when this vowel is lengthened what saw
Arabs speaking English overdo this difference and pronounce

saw so which is nearly sx as so Exx ttibb tr b
6 r The o of Egyptian and other colloquial is usually

found prolonged being derived from a diphthongic
au it does however occur short when followed by two
consonants It does not occur in the literary language

This vowel is almost identical with the French sound of cau
in beau and the German sound of oo in Moos After the velar
izing consonants ET ft it is somewhat lowered The
sound does not occur in S English its place being taken by
a diphthong of the type ou when however the first element
is not so raised as Arabic o In Scotland and Northern
England this vowel is pronounced pure and is closely similar
to Arabic o For lip position see photograph Fig 8

English students should observe by ear and by eye in
a mirror what sound they actually make in pronouncing
words like go home They will observe that the lips close
just at the end of that sound In Arabic 1 this slight
motion must be entirely eliminated tongue lips or jaw
must throughout be kept perfectly still and 2 the lips
must be very well rounded and protruded Exx mo t
motna o t otna

U U
In Arabic as in English there are two varieties of
u sound a closer one which is generally long anduMJ

an opener one which is always short Thus the difference in
quality between the Arabic vowels in fvr t pass and futt

I passed is similar to that existing in English between

will be pronounced much nearer a perhaps nearly equal to the vowel
in French paye See also p 47 last paragraph
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the vowels in boot and foot or flute and put 1 As the use of
lax u in Arabic follows a regular rule it is not necessary for
practical jjurposes to use a separate symbol for it 2

The Arabic long u is almost identical in quality though
not in quantity with the French vowel in tout It is similar
to the English vowel in boot

Many English speakers diphthongize to some extent the
so called English long u the lips instead of remaining in
one position throughout the sound are gradually drawn
together towards the position w This diphthongization is
particularly noticeable in words like too blue where the
vowel is final English people who pronounce in this way
must be careful not to do so in Arabic The Arabic long u
is perfectly pure and the student must practise repeating it
until he can pronounce it without the slightest motion of
the lips or jaw See photograph Fig 6

The Arabic more open u may be taken to be identical with
English u in put It is always short It is most clearly
heard in a syllable closed by a consonant the short open
vowel being slightly closer and more rounded Exx bu
kun rumu

The Vague Vowels
This short vowel is approximately the English
vowel in up Phoneticians are not agreed upona A

its precise tongue position but the sound is so easy to
English speakers that it is unnecessary to discuss the question
In Arabic it is always short and is used in correlation with
the a as in father which is always long This would
seem to be a proof of the close phonetic relation between the
two that is between English a and a The latter would
appear to be a central variant of the former somewhere
towards the position of a For these reasons it seemed un
necessary to give it a separate symbol The mouth opening
is the same a statement which applies also it should be
carefully noted to a and x 3 Exx baxt bagdaid

1 Many Scotch people do not make any distinction between such words
2 The international phonetic symbol for use in cases where it is

essential to mark the difference between tense and lax u is v The
rule is exactly the same as that given for i and i mutatis mutandis

3 See photographs p 40
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9 1 This the vaguest of the vowels is similar to the
I 1 vowel in French le la It is not properly speaking

a classical vowel, but it is frequent in the colloquials 1 in
rapidly and vaguely pronounced unaccented short vowels
and 2 as a substitute for short a at the end of words
Parallels to each use may be found in other languages
e g 1 the first vowel in parade Macaulay 2 the final
vowel in Ada and German final e as in cine amo Exx
1 m 8 fiammad m a sa fir originally in both cases a short
u wa tida mi ns ka na

Note 1 The velarizing consonants resist this obscuring
of final a e g g T li D not T li a tie tr not 1ie 3 2
In Palestine and Syria for final feminine a i is used 1 not 8
as in Egypt e g fc Djjibi good where in Egypt tTvjjiba
is heard A half way approximation to this is heard in some
districts of Lower Egypt where this word is pronounced
fc Djjibe cp bethe her house Cairene bethe

The five vowels a x a a 9 are all variants of the
a phoneme members of the family which the Arabs called
fatfia p 34 The differences between them are purely
phonetic and not grammatical nor radical and for this reason
they are ignored by the Arabs and in writing no separate
signs for them are provided Their use in speech is deter
mined by the proximity or non proximity of certain con
sonants viz the velarizers t Et ft i the three velars
x q and the rolled r Since therefore their use is
consistent and accuracy in the employment of them in
reading and speech is quite essential it is desirable in any
serious work on Arabic phonetics and pronunciation to dis
tinguish them by signs For the rules governing their use
see ch VII

Though the Arab grammarian phoneticians considered
them all the same vowel the phonetic facts were to this
extent recognized that the consonants which cause this
variation and the vowels thus influenced were called
dignified the others being called delicate For the

Arabic terms see pp 107 108

1 After certain the majority of the consonants
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Diphthongs
When two vowels are so placed and so pronounced that

they only form one syllable they are said to constitute
a diphthong

Arabic contains two principal diphthongs ai and au and
two subsidiary ones m and uu Properly speaking these
are colloquial sounds for in classical the glide is carried up to
the consonantal position aj and aw instead of ai and au
The sounds are so written in Arabic and must be so pro
nounced in classical

1 2 I j au The Arabic diphthongs ai au are somewhat
similar to the English diphthongs in high

how hai hau There are however certain differences
1 The first element is Arabic a 2 The second elements

are narrow i and u whereas in English the second elements
are at most lax i and u and often do not rise above e and o

These diphthongs as the vowel r itself
are occasioned by the juxtaposition ofr i t u

certain consonants Ch vii They explain themselves
The former is very similar to the English diphthong in bog
The latter is nearer the German diphthong in Haus than the

English one in house
If classical aj aw may be reckoned as diphthongal the

above diphthongs are common in that language In the
colloquials all classical diphthongs are replaced by e and o
but diphthongs occur in the colloquial nevertheless in other
word functions e g Jailu carrying him taaijit pass the
night reduced from bajjit m 8 aula contract dauwar
turn reduced from dawwar
For pronunciation drill on all the consonants ch IV combined

with all the vowels ch VI see the Supplement between pp 48

and 19



CHAPTEK VII
INFLUENCE OF CONSONANTS ON VOWELS

We have seen p 44 that the velarized consonants 6T
i ft the three velars x g the uvular q and the
rolled r modify the vowels which neighbour them We
must now study this influence in greater detail

The velarized consonants have the strongest influence and
may therefore be called the strongly modifying consonants
The other four may be called the slightly modifying con
sonants All other consonants may be termed non modi
fying

The rules hold good for both classical and colloquial Arabic
in almost all respects the exceptions being noted as they
occur

1 Influence of the modifying consonants on an
Si plioneme in the same syllable

We may first give some examples of the MW modified sound
both long and short

Long Shortba t he passed the night batt he decided
fia l state tall he loosed
la m letter I lam notsa it vexed da b habit
laim 1 year lan 1 about
ba d he was destroyed bad beginning r

The following are the rules governing the use of the
subsidiary values of the Arabic a phoneme

Mule 1 All the modifying consonants when followed by
the a phoneme give it the value x Examples

Long Shortiw l it was long trail dew
cTi f he was guest a r nn grudge

1 See p 48 2
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Long ShortT f T nnor y he drove or surmiseftrr f J tfnnnjS x n he preserved s Dff row
XT f he feared xx f fear
g D b he was absent g x mm he grieved
qT l he said qull was little
ro m he desired rr bb Lord
Irrj h the second syllable of the Divine name 1

Rule 2 The strongly modifying consonants when pre
ceded by a short a vowel give it the value x Examples

Jryfrt shore
fDctl excellence
fD S 1 division
matim

or versification
nT mJ

T t the first syllable of the Divine name 1

Rule 3 The strongly modifying consonants when pre
ceded by a long a vowel give it the value a r also usually
has the same effect but see p 41 note Examples

ncr t it hung
la

or y blazing
la J
fa fct it overflowed
fea turn away

In Koranic and high classical reading a is represented by
a glide from the unmodified a position to the velarized T
position e g napi c in the above examples The vowel
a doubtless represents the stabilizing of this diphthong
midway just as e and o represent the midway stabilizing

of ai au
1 In full 9DliD h Allah God
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Bide 4 The slightly modifying consonants when pre
ceded by a short a vowel give it the value a a as in
English bud Examples

Jaqq splitting
fard individual
faxr vaunt
baal mule

2 Additional observations for Egyptian Colloquial

i In Egyptian colloquial 1 appears to modify both
a preceding and a following a vowel to a Thus jali Ali
an about maf with sound rather like jali an ma 1

The sound aimed at is however the normal Arabic a the
impression of a is caused by the a quality inherent in the
consonant 1

ii In syllables which in classical contained a q and are
now pronounced in colloquial with or g the a vowel is
unmodified Examples

Classical Cairene Upper Egypt
qx lb heart alb galbqrr dir powerful a dir ga dir

iii In Egyptian colloquial r x g lose something of
their modifying power This is especially the case if the
succeeding syllable contains i accompanied by non modifying
consonants Examples

Classical Colloquial
ru kib riding ra kib
XT dim servant xa dim
ar lib prevailing aa lib

But usage in this matter is by no means fixed

3 Influence of the modifying consonants on an
i phoneme in the same syllable

When a long or short i succeeds one of the strongly
modifying consonants a glide of the u or rather in tyjie



SUPPLEMENT TO CHAPTERS IV VI VII
Syllabic Combination of Consonants and Vowels for Exemplification Practice and Drill

Note This sheet should be kept spread out while these chapters are being studied Eead across each line exemplifies and gives special practice in one consonant combined with all
the relevant vowels short and long Kead downwards each column exemplifies and gives special practice in one vowel combined with all the relevant consonants If the student masters this
table he has mastered the entire pronunciational basis of the Arabic language
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is audible see p 40 Thus i b goodness sounds rather
like u i b and so on Examples

Long Shortid h goodness tibb medical art
ucti f it was added ctidd against

qi l it was said qilt I was said
3 Influence of the modifying consonants on an

e phoneme in the same syllable

The e vowel of Egyptian colloquial is similarly affected
but to a less degree Some also think that after a strongly
modifying consonant a variety of e is used which is opener 1
than the normal Arabic e Compare

e f summer with se f sword
efne our summer sefna our sword

cte f guest de l tairEtefha her guest delhs her tail
4 Influence of the modifying consonants on bach

vowels

The modifying consonants do not affect materially the
Arabic back vowels It is therefore proportionately more
difficult to bring out the difference between the pairs of
consonants themselves Thus it is difficult to make the
difference between the syllables hi and tu Examples for
practice with the vowel u

iu il length
fcturu b kinds
u r Tyre
uhu r appearing

Examples for practice
colloquial

o h brick
tobh 9 her brick
S o t voice
S otna our voice

tu l silk
duru b routes
su r city walls
zuhuir flows

ith the o vowel of Egyptian

to b garment
tobha her garment
so lash
so tna our lash

1 That is a little nearer the e position
D
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5 Influence of the modifying consonants on
diphthongs

As the first element of the Arabic diphthongs is an
a vowel the diphthongs undergo modifications similar to
those described above under 1 Compare the following
examples from the classical language

T jr becoming
qujl siesta
rojG delay
g T jr other
t Dwq power
Efowr starvation
qwm people
S TDwjg shape
rxtwS meadow
xx wf fear
g T w0 succour
jai Dij my giving
ja S rr j my stick
Jarny my buying

sajr march
kajl measure
Jajx sheikh
majl inclination
tawq longing
dawr age
kawm heap
sawjj slope

a j texts Koranic
Jay tea
huda j my leading

6 Influence of modifying consonants on the vowels
of syllables other than those to which they belong

The influence of the modifying consonants is not confined
to the vowel of the syllable in which the consonant occurs
In particular the velarizing consonants fr t t exert
considerable influence on more remote vowels as well

Thus they influence an a vowel of the preceding syllable v
giving it the value x Examples y

f T T rIa eloquence
bt S i r sighted
fc tin wise
fx ai la virtue
j D Z r m great i
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This occurs even when a non modifying consonant
phoneme intervenes Examples

mxin tiq logic
mnmd i signed
mt n u r victorious
mnn Dr appearance
mT lii i ruled s

The strongly modifying consonants are able to affect
vowels even farther away than this Thus the words which
were originally pronounced basxrfr basa t D are in modem
pronunciation bxi S xi t he spread br 5 Ti t D simplicity
In words like ana J i tr knots even the a vowel of the
first syllable is given a very slight inclination towards a

The slightly modifying consonants influence the a vowel
of a preceding open syllable giving it the value a a
Examples

faq Dd he lost
faxi m magnificent
JcLa ob tumult
barpd he filed
bard he was cold

But r loses this power if the vowel following it is i
Examples

ba rid cold Y
bariid mail
ba rik bless contrast tabcr rvk he is blessed

It should be noted that some teachers minimize the modify
ing influence of r

i 2



CHAPTEK VIII
INFLUENCE OF CONSONANTS ON EACH OTHER
Consonantal changes may be conveniently discussed under

the following main heads
A Partial assimilation the unvoicing of voiced con

sonants
B Other cases of partial assimilation
C Complete assimilation

A The unvoicing of voiced consonants
Most English speakers are unaware that initial and final

voiced plosives and fricatives b d g v z c are in
ordinary English pronunciation partially unvoiced and with
some speakers completely so What happens is that the
vocal chords are not kept in vibration during the whole of
the articulation of the consonant Thus the English pro
nunciation of the words zinc go fig give might be indicated
roughly thus B zir k k gou fig k k giv f rather than by the
less accurate zink gou fig giv When one of the above
mentioned consonants is final and preceded by a consonant
complete unvoicing is particularly frequent Thus sound
sounds are generally pronounced saund saundz This 0 is
the sign of unvoicing

N B Unvoiced b d z c are not identical with p t s
c for p t s c are pronounced with greater pressure

and greater force of breath than b d z c In the Latin
nomenclature p t s c are known as tenues b d z c
as mediae

In Arabic both classical and colloquial such unvoicing of
initial voiced consonants does not take place It is not so
easy for the English learner to keep initial voiced consonants
fully voiced He will often find himself to his annoyance
pulled up by his sheikh for pronouncing a word like balaS

dates as palat The Englishman feels confident that he
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is saying balat but the Egyptian hears the initial English

b as a p
o The old Arabs took great pains to avoid unvoicing voiced
plosives whether final or preceding another consonant
they went so far as to insert a very short vowel no doubt
an 3 in order to make unvoicing of the plosives impossible
Thus they would say hab 3 concede kalb 3 dog ba d

after ib da l substitution id 3 xx l introduction
ij 3 tiha d diligence

In the modern pronunciation of classical it is not necessary
to insert these vowels But in order to produce the best
effect in public speaking it is certainly advisable to take
pains to voice all the voiced consonants fully

In colloquial the partial or complete devoicing of voiced
consonants is common when they are final and particularly
when they are preceded by another consonant Thus

fa d he informed is often pronounced fa d

ba b door ba brx g it sold well rx gnxi s b cheating nn S b
wa j sermon waba z hawk ba znagz distraint tagzf D S d purpose D d

Unvoicing also takes place in colloquial Arabic as the
result of regressive assimilation Examples

sabt for sabt Sabbath
6ufTD t for fi Dfx t I kept
biritt for biridt I got cold 2
xatt for xadt I took
fab Dti for fTJb Dcl/fr I was paid

1 The consonants after which they inserted this vowel were b d i
j q which were called muqr lqr la the sounds provided with a
quick vowel It is not clear why fe and q were included among
these consonants That would seem to indicate that originally these
two consonants were voiced 4 and g and it is a fact that the
Arabs classified them with the muqharD or voiced consonants
Nevertheless the idea is a surprising one See p 99

2 Recognized in classical
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A number of consonants unrecognized in the Arabic
alphabet occur as the result of colloquial unvoicing Ex
amples

m as in crism 1 division
n matn 1 text
1 flgl radish
i vr ii 1 pound
r sitr 1 curtain
j umj 2 blind man
b zamb sin for zanb

The w of such words as nafew syntax afw pardon
is more usually heard either as the vowel u or as a softly
whispered n 3

When in the course of word formation comes to be
immediately followed by t or by h both of them voiceless
consonants a kind of assimilation takes place by which the
1 is changed into fe We have seen that j is not merely
a voiced pp 27 9 yet it is convenient to notice this case
of unvoicing under the present head Examples colloquial

bifitEa sell it for bi jha bifiha biKtie
bitafitu belonging to him for bita jtu

B Other cases of partial assimilation

Other instances of partial assimilation colloquial except
when otherwise noted may be conveniently considered under
the following heads

a The assimilation of non velarized consonants to velari
zed consonants

b The assimilation of voiceless sounds to voiced sounds
c Other partial assimilations

1 These words are also sometimes pronounced qism matn figl
rDti sitr with voiced syllabic m n c This pronunciation prevails
in Syria where many speakers also insert a weak or even a strong
e phoneme vowel before the consonants

2 j is the media corresponding to the German tenuis j the ich
consonant

3 The weak character of this w was recognized by the old Arabs
who called it ijma m i e 1 giving the flavour of w
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a The following are examples of the assimilation of
non velarized to velarized consonants

1 i E g ferii Db request for folab
utiub ask for utlub

t E g i T frirTi b 1 being disturbed for icttirn b
i tila fr 1 reconciliation for i tila E

mu t tiDlib 1 demanding for mu ttalib
talxi tta Jar thirteen for talat ajar

s E g bx i t simple for basi fc
mab s uit content for mabsir t
imbi D t contentment for inbisa

d ct E g Suf t Dr account book for daftar
ifccta Jar eleven for Titda jjar

A few cases of develarizing occur for no very apparent

reason e g
midda ji7 annoyed for mitctt jiq
dajifni he annoyed me for Efr jiqni
sadda he believed for x ddaq

These forms are all colloquial except where otherwise noted

b The following are examples of the assimilation of
voiceless sounds to voiced sounds

t d after z E g izdija d increase for iztija d
f v before E g Kv keeping for ttif 3
s z before d E g mazdu d blocked an occasional

colloquial form for masdir d
before d E g mx dar infinitive for nrD s

dar 4

1 Recognized in classical where the assimilation moreover is
represented in the character

2 This assimilation is recognized by the grammarians and is shown
in Arabic character

3 We see here a further instance of the spontaneous production of
the consonant v which is unrecognized in the alphabet though the
old Arab phoneticians noted the sound in this position as a pro
vincialism

This assimilation also was noted and recognized by the old Arab
phoneticians though only as a provincialism
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c The following are examples of some miscellaneous
partial assimilations

n m in gamb side for ganb imbi D l content
ment for inbi x t

Before f n the lahio dental nasal rn e g T rrjf sort
for S xinf This consonant and the following may he added

to the list of consonants unrecognized by the Arabs them
selves

n rj the velar nasal English ng this naturally but
not invariably results from the juxtaposition of n and k
or g Exx barjk office for bank birjg chloroform for
bing

n ji This consonant is recognizable in Koranic chant
ing It occurs where an ending in n is succeeded by initial
j It is a sound similar to French and Italian gn Spanish n
Ex bajtuji juskan a house that is inhabited for bajtun
The nasalizing of the previous vowel 1 which always accom
panies this particular combination is called the n of
singing nu nu 1 unna

C Complete assimilation
The best known and commonest instance of complete

assimilation is that of the 1 of the definite article which
becomes t before initial t s before initial s c see p 79
To these the colloquial adds occasionally g as in ig gabal

the mountain for il gabal and very seldom k as in
ik kursi the chair for il kursi
Other examples of complete assimilation in Egyptian

colloquial are the following
t is assimilated to the succeeding consonant in certain

verb combinations e g iggauwiz he got married for
itgawwiz ji s 5 wuwar he imagines for jit s iawwar

In all Arabic dialects even including the classical
has shown a tendency to pass into length after a into

w after u and into j after i Moreover it frequently suffers
elision see p 79

1 Denoted by the sign

2 The consonants c i i j j f i J uto which this applies are called in Arabic Jamsijja solar consonants
3 Even the old Arab purists noticed how the reduction of to
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n t in kutt I was for kunt colloquial
n r in mir ruiimatik of thy mercy for min

rxifematik mir rigle h from his feet for min
rigle h classical

1 n when the preposition to is in juxtaposition with
n as in Tulinna say to us for quli lna col
loquial

f 5 in nu half for nu S f colloquial
J the colloquial negative is assimilated to final s z,

e g ma nifibasj we do not imprison becomes ma
mBbaJJ and so

ma nixbizj we do not bake ma nixbifj
ma nih fT r we do not keep ma ninTDfJ 1
ma jufru/S r it does not sting majufruTJ

On the other hand the opposite process may take place and
so one hears ma nitTbass c where the J is attracted retro
gressively to the preceding consonant Sometimes too
a faint flavour 2 of the J is heard e g ma nix bizl
vanishing point in a word like ru asa chiefs or su a l question
created an effect to which they gave the non committal name of
hamzatu bajn bajn the hamza of betwixt and between meaning
presumably that the above words were pronounced between ru asa
and ruwasa su a l and suwa l Possibly the actual pronunciation
was ruasa stia l If this inference is correct we have here the
solitary instance of a phenomenon supposed to be impossible in
Arabic viz consecutive vowels

1 We would thus seem to have in such circumstances a velarized J
The is attracted to J but imposes on consonant and vowel its
velatizing secondary articulation

Ar ifma m



CHAPTER IX
EXEKCISES IN DIFFICULT WORDS

The object of this chapter is to collect and classify words
containing groups of consonants and vowels that are likely
to present features strange or difficult to the student The
examples selected are from the classical

A Words with double consonants
When in the natural flow of an English sentence there

come together two words which respectively end and begin
with the same consonant we do not finish the first com
pletely off separating it from the second but we run the two
together so as to form one long consonant with in some
cases a diminution of intensity in the middle Examples
the squib Jjurst bad dog ij feasible The same thing may
be observed in compounds such as midday pen knife wholly

In Arabic this same phenomenon occurs continually in
the middle of ordinary words 1 The difference between
double consonants and single consonants is however greater
than in English Consequently English speaking people are
apt sometimes to make the doubled consonants not long
enough and sometimes to make a single consonant too long

Such mistakes are particularly frequent when the preceding
vowel is short and stressed thus the English speaker is
tempted to lengthen the 1 of kalima 2 word as part of his
stressing or accenting of the first syllable Yet it will be
the same speaker who fails to bring out the doubled 1 in
kallama Such is human perversity

To avoid the mistake of shortening doubled consonants
the following directions should be observed

For the plosive consonants start with a word containing
doubled b e g abbad eternalize Pronounce the
syllable ab but when the b position has been reached hold
the lips steadily together without exploding the b Then

1 This doubling is called in Arabic iddijj t m contraction or
tajdi d reinforcement The sign written over the consonant
letter in Arabic writing is called aj jadda force

2 The sign for accent i e tone is placed immediately in front of
the accented syllable
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pronounce the second syllable starting the second b without
changing from the position arrived at for the first b Then
practise similar exercises with the other plosive consonants

For the other consonants e g the J in bajjart evan
gelize continue the sound twice as long as usual making
a new breath impulse half way through the sound

To cure the mistake of making single consonants too long
especially after an accented syllable is not always an easy
matter The correct pronunciation is best arrived at by
considering the consonant to belong to the vowel following
and to have nothing to do with the vowel preceding Thus
in kalima the 1 must be imagined to belong exclusively to
the i and to have nothing to do with the preceding a thus
ka li ma not kal im a The difficulty lies in the fact that
in English short vowels with the exception of i and a are
invariably connected to a following consonant It is there
fore a useful exercise for students to practise isolating the
English short vowels e g practising the syllables cat dog
bed put cup without their final consonants

Another case to which English people should give special
attention is the case of words in which the vowel imme
diately following the double consonant is accented e g
kal lamtuha I spoke to her J 1

Double consonants may occur at the ends of words as in
sitt lady Indeed in the colloquial a single terminal
consonant preceded by a short vowel is rarely found
Special care must be taken to distinguish between long and
short consonants occurring at the end of a sentence It
should be noted that the English t in such a word as sit is
intermediate in length between an Arabic single t and an
Arabic double t

The first part of a doubled consonant may be considered
to belong to the preceding syllable while the second part
belongs to the syllable following It is important to
remember this in connexion with the effect of consonants
on preceding and following vowels Thus in Jt t tr they
sinned the vowels are as in Jxrfr and ir and in bTDxxt

they snored the vowels are as in bnx and xt
1 More difficult is the Egyptian colloquial kallim taha I spoke to

her
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
11
12

13

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21

22

23
24
25

26
27

Examples of single and double consonants

b abad eternity abbad make eternal
t batal virgin battal dedicate
d hadama pull down h addama utterly pull down
i bvtvl hero
fct hx cTr m a digest
k fakarn think
g tagar stone
q faqur be poor

sa alahu he asked
him J

m kamal perfection

but t Dl nullify
hxictffxima cause to digest
fakkarx cause to think
fiaggar petrify
faqqr r make poor
sa alahu he caused him to

ask
kammal make perfect

n hana cheerfulness hanna congratulate
1 Jalal paralysis
r barod file
9 a9ar trace
b rla ar caution
s fasal wean
z nazar vow

ft t la be divided

nr r r eyesight
fajal weakness

Jallal fall in cataract
barred cool
a80ar impress

fiafebar caution
fassal adulterate
nazzar cause to vow
fxi5 S T la divide into sec

tions
nD T m organize
fafjal make weak

x faxDm magnificence faxxum dignify
Q ctnarotx press ct og axitr cause to oppress
h qx har be victorious qxihhar make victorious
fe rr fiab free space rbfirlab make room for

la jab play la ab cause to play
j feaja shame fiajja greet
w hawa air hawwa ventilate
B Other specially selected tuords classical

t compared with i
taba 1 he followed tTDba j 1 he printed
atba e i I follow T tba c i I print

tubi ja he was followed tubi ia it was printed
tawr small vessel tuwr bull
ti n figs fen clay
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tawwaib swift to repent
tajjcur a current
tabti l 1 consecrating
mawa tin flowing places
rDtab it was arranged
Ja mit 1 jeering

d

dalla he indicated
dirs camel s tail
darb road
judrnb it is invaded
adla i I loll

mada 1 he granted delay
jamdi he grants delay
jaid he returned
jaidd 1 counting

fa di redeemer
mufl d instructive
ta mid praising
i ami d praiseworthy
jawadani he returned to

me

tnwwaib brick layer
tx jja r aeroplane
tubfol 1 cancelling
mawcutin dwellings
rxrtrDb it was damp
Jaimvt making uproar

compared with Jf
ft olla 2 he went astray
Sirs molar
Efrjrb a blow
jucfrDb he is hit

nd v la c j I am inclined
mrjel D he went off
jx mEti he goes off
jaiEt he indemnified
aiaS biting

fcr Eti l empty
mufl 5 overflowing
fia miS acid
fiami S acid
jai wrjffnni he i ecompensed

me
d and 3 in same word

d ohS refutation

jadtrjSu he refutes
jxiSxid upper arm

ma Surd supported ma
du d counted

jcuS Ddata they supported
each other

oEtEt Dd he supported

s compared with
salab he despoiled
maslu b despoiled
salb despoiling
sulib he was despoiled

T lab he crucified
mrj lu b crucified
S rclb crucifixion
S ulib he was crucified

Becomes practically tt bti l
Practically ctotla
The long a before these velarizhig consonants is sometimes read aa

fadfi see p 47
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su r town wall
sila 6 armour
siin the letter s
fasi fi spacious
fusria holiday
sawwat he caused to travel
sa r he walked
musirr divulging
tawassal he besought
flusn
mutsan

goodness
1 benefited

u r Tyre
ila fe reconciliation
i n China

f n S i fe correct in speech
fu fia correct speech

Dwwafi dry up
T r he became

mu sirr insisting
tawD S T l he arrived at
liu S n fortress
mu xin wedded

compared with
zaharu he flourished
jazharu he flourishes
al azhar the Azhar

University
za liir flourishing
zalla he slipped
wa zib flowing
man fu z driven

5

6all he was humbled
humiliation

iiabaf he omitted

X harx he appeared
jxi haru he appears
al n har the most apparent

T hir apparent
T ila he continued

wa ib continuous
mafifu kept

compared with ft
ftt ll he remained
ftill shade
nafuft he kept

kalb dog
makkcur deceiver

kadar disquietude
nukta witticism
nakab he deviated
manku d withheld
nakar he denied
nakd withholding

compared with q
qx lb heart
ma qqT r Makkar

name
qxidar he was able
nuq tr drop
naqxib he bored
manqu d paid
naqur he pecked
naqd cash

Cairo
colloquial

alb
ma7 a r

j idir
miffa

na d
nakiro indefinite noun naqirx angered 1

1 l w pzhr r is in fact the way al azhar is pronounced in vulgar
Cairene
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jakdir he is disquieted jaqdir he is able ji j dar
tamallak he got posses tamallaq he was flattered

sion of
al fiakk the rubbing al fiaqq the Truth il fia
mafiku k rubbed matqu q wrong mafi7 u

hot
jafidim it is hot jaxdim he serves

h compared with it and x
hadam he pulled fiadam it was xx dam he served

down
jahdim he pulls

down
ha dim pulling tfaidim being hot XDidim 1 serving

down
nabah he heeded nabaii he barked nabax he

leavened
janbah he heeds janbafe 1 he barks janbax he

leavens
kafef treading down
kail collyrium
mitna inquisition

SdMia correctness

kahf cave
kahl full aged
mihna profession

h

mahma whatever
duhn oil
al mahdi the Mahdi
ihdina lead us
a h ah

ta h he wandered
ahl people
ahlanwa sahlan welcome
jah d covenant

iniluil immanence
subfi morning
S Tafin bowl
al masi fi 1 the Christ

Jutrli stinginess
x ti fi correct

S ifeaifi correct plu
S Taifrlali he corrected
ra ftatL chapter of Bible

wa fiid one

xo x plums coll
Ja x he was old
Jajx sheikh old man
Jajxuixa old age
muxta r chosen
mut bax kitchen
fcnbbaix cook

g Dfar he forgave
ja flr he forgives

1 Coll xa dim
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balag he attained
lug r language
Jag/Db tumult
bali g eloquent

al alam the pain
al a n now

jas al he asks
mas u l asked
su a l question
ba s might
su evil
sajji injurious
bad beginning
qur a n Koran

1

al alif the letter alif
likaj in order that
lajla lajl evening
kullukum all of you
kul eat
kull all
dali l proof
dalla l pointer
akalt I ate

fealab Aleppo
walad child

DiiD h God
kan w DiiT h God was
bajtu ttri h God s house

bajti lla h gen
r

ka0i r much
kuGcur many
g/of u r forgiving

bxiqur cattle
mu S flrr pale
rx gul man
riga l men
rusu m dues
irga return
fagr dawn fagr
kattar xe rx k thank you

coll

1

jala upon
ma jana meaning
adaiwa enmity
inab grapes

jinaid obstinacy
ulurw height
ulim it was known
al jaftru The Virgin

jififa chastity
jarlim 1 knower
iisa Isa Jesus

luid lute
a lam I know

i i jlam know
Tu jtmd worship
ma ida stomach
ba juda it was far
fu jila it was done
Ji r poetry 1
Ja ir poet
Ja jr hair
ju na we hungered
wa exhortation
maw i x sermon
maw ju catechumen
af c jad I do
al a t ila the highest
al a c ja li the highest pi

Ja b people
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Ju ju b peoples
ad ija prayers
taibi j following
jasu Jesus
jasui ju uom
jasui a accjasui ja JL masi ii Jesus

Christ
S onr ja craft
S Dnatfil crafts
Ji a sect ShTa
Jija sects
hii t Db 1 na j ul a jy
tubman J
far branch
tama arj he studied
tumu in it was studied
JVja i ray
aji a rays
fa j ja it radiated

w

mawa iid promises
Eilw sweet

wa w the letter w
kakaw cocoa

The group iw is rare in
classical common in collo
quial

Classical

i liwla mounting
Colloquial

iw ja look out
iwla d children
tiw irDl you arrive

j

jaj as it dries
ttajija he lived
jajija he was weak
majj walking

The group uj occurs in
the classical

sujja ti travellers
S ujja iL jewellers
jujjin he was appointed

Some Mixtures
ruqu 1 he danced compared with rokas he reversed

rroq dancing ruks reversaljarqu he dances jarkus he reverses
rnk Da he ran ivith roqrjd he lay down and rxtkad he

was still
jarkutt he runs with jarqud he lies clown and jarkud

he is still
rx kict running ivith rr qid lying down and rxi kid

still

E



CHAPTER X
CONTINUOUS SPEECH

We have hitherto been considering the pronunciation of
isolated Arabic words for the purpose of analysing their
sound elements and of giving practice in those elements
But detached words do not make speech any more than
vocabularies make literature Words only occur in speech
as elements of connected sentences Contrary to common
belief there is no more pause between words in continuous
speech that is between two breath pauses than there is
between the syllables of a single word The spaces between
words in writing and printing are used to aid the eye but
they have nothing corresponding to them in phonetic fact

Moreover as we shall see words occuring in connected
speech often modify each other in important ways

It will be convenient to discuss the subject of this chapter
under two main aspects namely

Accent and Length
Human speech secures variety and avoids monotony by

varying the values of different syllables in different ways
Arabic shares two of such ways with English namely
accent or tone and length or quantity

Accent or tone as the names imply is an altered musical
pitch which regularly accompanies the vowels of certain
syllables Length or quantity is simply the prolongation of
certain vowel sounds by the voice

The symbol for accent is placed immediately before the
syllable the vowel of which is accented that is has its
musical pitch raised several notes higher than the surround
ing vowels 1 The symbol for increased length is and that
for half length

It may be remarked here that stress which is a term often
used loosely for high pitch denotes an entirely different thing

1 The sign is commonly used to denote stress see below In this
book it exclusively denotes intonation
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viz an increase of breath volume due to increased lung
pressure with which certain syllables are stressed Emotional
stresses are found in Arabic as in all languages but these
are occasional and irregular and therefore outside our present
subject When they occur they are accompanied by accent
the tone of which may in such cases be lowered as well as
raised 1

We must now discuss Accent and Length A in a typical
Arabic Colloquial and B in Classical Arabic The word
changes due to accent and length in Arabic obey laws which
are very differently applied in classical and colloquial Arabic
though there is a complete unity of principle about the laws
themselves As the system has been most elaborated in
colloquial Egyptian Arabic 2 it will be convenient to take
it first A firm grasp of these laws and their application
affecting as they do the quantity as well as the tone accent of
syllables is absolutely essential to the acquisition of good
colloquial

A

Quantity in Egyptian Colloquial
Three degrees of vowel length may be observed in ordinary

talk These may be termed long short and very short Taking
the short vowel as our unit we may consider the long vowel
as about twice its length and the very short one to be half
its length Full length is indicated by and extra shortness
by small letters placed above the line

Examples of short and long vowels are seen in the word

wila d children
The very short vowel is found at the beginning of words

in unstressed position It is sometimes so short that it is

1 e g the deprecating I don t think so in English
2 In this connexion it is worth noting that this system strongly

resembles the system of Hebrew 1 accentuation Much of what is
said in this chapter applies to Syrian and other colloquials The
distinctive peculiarities of accentuation etc in these colloquials
however cannot be followed out here

In all that is said in this chapter the philological question of the
priority of colloquial or of classical and their relation generally is left
entirely aside

E 2
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almost impossible to determine its quality Example
m da is schools

Effect of words on each other
We now proceed to explain the principles relating to the

effect of words on each other in connected speech
1 It is a fundamental principle in Arabic both classical

and colloquial that a long vowel may not stand before
a non final closed syllable 2 In accordance with this rule
words the vowel of which was originally long have that vowel
shortened when a closed consonant follows It makes no
difference whether the following consonant belongs to the
word itself or to the next word The following examples
show the way colloquial Arabic applies this principle
kita b a book but kitab kibhr a big book a shortened

before b and k
fvum rise fumt I rose not fuimt
e h what eh da what is that e shortened

before h and d
ba b door babha her door a shortened before

b and h
2 Colloquial aims at the reduction of short vowels occur

ring in succession When the second of such a series is
unaccented it is elided provided that it is i u or a but not a
Exx

da kta b for da kita b this is a book
ja mfiammad for ja m 9 fiammad O Mohammed
ma lku J for ma luku J you have not
jagalti for acjaliti my bicycle

But if such a syllable is accented no elision takes place e g

hu wa nisi not htuwa nsi he forgot
hu wa xulu not hu wa xlu it was finished 3

The a vowel resists this tendency uniformly Contrast
iur wa kariim he is noble with hu wa kbi r for kibi r

1 Syrian m da ris and similarly throughout e g k ta b book
2 Except at the end of a clause and in classical before doubled

consonants e g fca ssa feeling
3 An exception may occasionally be noted e g li taddi hna to

this point for bina though hi is accented
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he is old and ana 3 r rr btu I struck him with ana
msiktu for misiktu I seized him And similarly the
u vowel

This phenomenon is exactly parallel to the elision of
e muet in French e g in je ne peux pas le chemin dc fer

where je jn peux pas le ch min d fer are what is actually
said

3 A consonant must either be followed or preceded by
a vowel except at the end of a sentence A group of three
successive consonants is impossible in Arabic When there
fore a word ending in two consonants is followed by a word
beginning with a consonant a very short vowel is inserted
at the end of the first word Thus fumt 1 fi s ubh I rose
in the morning to prevent the group mtf il liibr 1 t Djjib

the ink is good to prevent the group brt is sitt 1 nu r
Mrs Nur to prevent ttn The ordinary foreigner s

solution of the difficulty fumt a soibh il t ibr foijjib is
sit nu r is quite incorrect A vowel must be added not
a consonant dropped or weakened 1

This very short intrusive vowel becomes an ordinary short
vowel when it receives accent e g ful ti lu I said to him
but fult 1 lir rcugil I said to the man For this reason
when the euphonic vowel occurs in the word itself owing to
the suffixing of a preposition it is of ordinary length e g

ib nina our son
The intrusive vowel is i except before pronouns in a or u

e g ib naha her son ib nuhum ib nukum their your son
4 The intrusive vowel may even occasion the elision of

a short vowel in the next word in the way described under
Rule 2 In this case also it receives accent and becomes an
ordinary short vowel Examples

ful ti lha I said to her for fulti laha
katab ti bha I wrote with it for katabt 1 biha
Juf ti mfcammad I saw Mohammed for Juft

m fiammad
far 7i kbi r a great difference for far 5 kibi r

1 It will be seen that this principle is similar to that found in
French Parisian pronunciation e g in peuple pronounced when by
itself as a monosyllable the final e a is sounded when suceeded for
example by fran ais Similarly montre moi autrefois
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5 If the elision of a short vowel after the manner noted
in Rule 2 causes a long vowel to be followed by two con
sonants that vowel is shortened either partially or entirely
as described in Rule 1 In this way two abbreviations for
the sake of speed and facility are made in a single word
For example ka ti ba ha writing it becomes in collo
quial kat ba ha not ka t ba lia and ta si ja the ninth
becomes tas ja

This process of shortening may involve change in the value
of an a vowel see pp 46 48 Compare ticutrtr placing
with ifD trfcu contracted from rlcr/Si tii placing it

If the elided vowel is preceded by j or w the j or w tends
in colloquial to become reduced to i or u forming a diphthong
with the preceding vowel Compare

Jcujil carrying with Jailu carrying it
jaiwuz wishing with jauzu wishing it

The process may be carried even further Thus the
classical ai ilati my family is pronounced in colloquial
jelti having no doubt developed through the following

stages latfiliti a ilti jajiiti ailti eilti and so
elti Similarly the name Ayesha ja ifa jajja aifa

Jk
6 Long vowels lose their length when the syllable occurs

in low pitched position even when there is no sequence of
consonants necessitating shortening Examples

ja ze d O Zaid for ja ze d
fVbilni he met me for fa bilni contrast fa bil

m s tammad he met Mohammed
J a fu they saw for Ja fu but Ja fu ha they saw

her for Ja fu ha
lafu they met for lafu
Jufna we saw for Jufna

7 Initial see p 80 is omitted in connected speech
When this omission brings two vowels together i e the final
vowel of one word and the first vowel of a following word
one of the vowels disappears If the vowels are dissimilar
the second usually prevails over the first though occasionally
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the reverse is the case If they are similar it is of course
immaterial which we consider to be the one that gives way
Examples

kunt affil I was shutting for kunt Yaffil
ja xti O my sister for ja uxti
tebr iswid or Mbri swid black ink for tubr 1

iswid
j w abu ja or ja ,bu ja 0 my father for ja abu ja

Two examples of elided may occur in successive syllables
with result like the following

l iswid the black for il iswid
l imtiila n the examination for il imtifia n

Note carefully the glottal stop that replaces classical q
represented by the sign is never elided under any circum

stances

Accent intonation in Egyptian Colloquial
Rules which would cover all cases would be too complicated

and therefore ineffective It is better therefore to formulate
the following general principles

1 The high pitch can only fall on the final syllable if that
syllable terminates in two consonants as tr rr bt I struck
or in a long vowel followed by a consonant as bar da n
cold 1

2 Otherwise the penultimate receives accent in almost
every case even when its vowel is unimportant and euphonic
and the preceding syllable is important e g d/Drob tini
you struck me though the i is a mere passing vowel

mad rt s8 school In Upper Egypt the anti penultimate
more frequently receives accent e g madrasa 1 school

3 The anti penultimate is accented if the penultimate
is short and the final does not fulfil the conditions of 1
e g ctnrabu cturDbit they she struck

1 N B a Final vowels cannot receive accent b It is not enough
even when a short vowel is followed by a consonant in a final syllable
Before it can receive accent either the vowel is lengthened or the con
sonant is doubled e g 7um rise becomes i m in colloquial and

ab father becomes abb
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Shifting of Accent
Shifting of accent is a most important feature of Arabic

pronunciation This shifting of the high pitch is caused in
the following ways

1 By the suffixing of enclitic 1 pronouns beginning with
consonants including lak to you etc examples Ja fu ni
they saw me la 7u kum they met you juf na ha we

saw her fVlu li they said to me
It will be noticed that the shifting of the accent by the

enclitic has restored to the preceding syllable in these
examples its lost length and has simultaneously robbed the
first syllable of its length through depriving it of accent
It should be observed that enclitics cause the very short
intrusive vowels to be of ordinary short length and give
them stress example ful tilu j sa j j t 0 n j m

2 By the suffixing of the negative J which throws stress
on to the last vowel thus shortening all preceding vowels
examples

ma EtrorDbu/ni they did not strike mefor ma
3T5rr bu ni J

ma jfablu ni they do not meet me for ma
juqr bilu ni J

It will be seen that this last expression has undergone no
less than five curtailments two short vowels having been
elided and three long having become short Of these three
two were shortened through the monopolizing of the stress
by the final syllable

B

Classical
When we compare colloquial Arabic speech with classical

speech we find just the broad differences of principle which
we should expect when the ends and uses of the two dialects
are considered The object of a colloquial is to facilitate the
exchange of thought by means of rapid easy speech while

1 The term enclitic is given to syllables which have the property
of accentuating the last syllable of the preceding word As a con
sequence they practically become part of that word
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a literary language which is the vehicle of recitation of
oratory and poetry of reading literary texts aloud will be
less preoccupied by speed than by stateliness deliberateness

of rhythm and elaboration of syntax
From these considerations it results that colloquial Arabic

as we have seen carries contractions to a much farther point
than classical short vowels are constantly elided and long
vowels constantly shortened these contractions being subject
only to the restriction that the consonants must not overload

the vowels
The classical language on the other hand carries the

system of intrusive vowels to a much farther point than the
colloquial This secures the steady easy rhythmic march
of words does not sacrifice long syllables and affords
immense opportunity for syntactical elaboration The
characteristic differences of the two languages are well seen
by their respective expressions for her door viz

colloquial babha 3 length units
classical baibuha 5 length units

We call the particular attention of students to this contrast
Many who have studied classical spoil their colloquial by
inserting these euphonic vowels instead of shortening the
previous long vowel see above p 68

Or again contrast

classical lia rT tuhum their street
colloquial omitting euphonic n fea rithum

Moreover those short final vowels are specialized in the
classical language and become the vehicle for declension and

conjugation Thus
qumtu fi s ubfi I rose in the morning
qiimta fl s ubfi 1 You m rose in the morning
qumti fi s s ubt You rose in the morning

Colloquial in all three cases umt fl s S ubrl
ba buha nom her door
ba baha acc
ba biha gen

Colloquial in all three cases babha
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Accent in Classical Arabic
Intonation in classical Arabic as used orally follows in

general the lines indicated on p 71 with this principal
difference that the accenting of the ante penultimate is much
commoner than in colloquial If that syllable is long by
nature or position it receives accent as well and the pen
ultimate is left unaccented e g ffr rx btuhum coll
ftnrrib tuhum

Accent on the fourth syllable from the end is possible in
classical but not in colloquial e g al tCarxikatu move
ment cfarubatak she struck you coll ffurxi bitak

Length in Classical Arabic
The very short intrusive vowels are not found in classical

The shortest syllable therefore consists of a consonant
followed by a short vowel this may be taken as the unit of

syllable length and we will denote it by J s examples
P

wa and ma ja with
Twice as long as this and therefore represented by J are

J

a syllables containing long vowels such as ma not
J J

in u possessing b closed syllables i e syllables
J J Jending in a consonant such as min from lan not kun

J J J J J Jbe kaj in order that law if ga hil foolish la qx
he met
The expression law la zajdan but for Zaid would there

fore have the rhythm J J J J It should be remembered
that the first element of a doubled consonant is reckoned as
closing the preceding syllable so that for instance the value

of nassa is J J
Longer than J syllables are the above types of syllables

a and b when they are followed by the sound
especially if this occurs in the middle of a word and not
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between two words Thus the long a in ga a he came is
longer than that in la a6hab I will not go and both
are longer than ga or la when not succeeded by These
increased lengths maybe represented by J and r J respec

d J J J Jtively thus ga ahu and la abhab
Longest of all is a syllable containing a long vowel followed

by a doubled consonant J especially at the end of a sen

d J J d J Jtence o Examples h a ssun feeling julla ggu na

J d J J Jo1 they plead tawa ssuna our senses T t 3/0 11 the
errant one at the end of a sentence

Only the most formal reading observes all these propor
tions For ordinary purposes it is only necessary to dis
tinguish short J as in wa ana long J as in ma hal
and over long J J as in ga a Etn ll

Examples of different degrees of length

fs S S S Ss m o v m s aahuwa ctarabaka bi
s s s shMa f s a a m mxafabati waladina

Did he strike you with the
piece of wood of our child

II I I 1 I I Io 9 e o c a aillam tasma jna natrukha
If she does not hear us

we will leave her

A sentence composed of
short syllables Each one
should follow its predecessor
with absolute regularity
Beware of the tendency
towards lengthening the
consonants referred to on
p 59 Practise at first
slowly and gradually in
crease the speed There
must be no pauses whatever
between the words

A sentence of the exactly
opposite type entirely com
posed of long syllables each
one heavy unhurried and
deliberate There must be
no pauses between the words
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J J 1 I s J J I s I s I A sentence with mixed
0 00m m m mfll bad i ka na 1 kalimah quantities Notice Low the

In the beginning was the v ice is entirely cut off after

Word the syllable bad and how
this together with the
rhythm gives the syllable
i the effect of belonging to

the next word ka na rather
than to its own as though
it were fll bad i ka na
1 kalima

J J J J J J In this example notice
ar ri liu ta hubbu tCai9u how absolutely necessary it

N I is not to pause betweenm o
ta Ja words but to run straight on

The wind bloweth wher e g from ri feu to tahubbu

ever it listeth Otherwise rhfiu J J will
sound like J J and the
rhythm and possibly the
sense will be lost tfu al
most seems to belong to the
following word tahubbu
more than to its own
similarly 8u seems to
belong to taja more than
to tiai as though we were
to write arri huta hub
bu fiai Buta Ja

Even in these few examples the magnificent sonority and
rhythmicality of classical Arabic can be discerned At each
long syllable the voice pauses deliberately over the short
ones it ripples rapidly but without hurry How effective
a succession of long and over long syllables may sound is
exemplified by the following clause from the Koran which
contains no less than six over long syllables owing to glottal
stop following a long vowel

1 Or rather the dot denotes here a quaver rest to allow for the hiatus
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1 M I M N M M INm mm rz m o m m m mm cj m rjla ila ha ula i wala ila ha ula
which portentous sentence only means however neither
to these nor to these Another good example is found in
the Mohammedan creed

J N J J J A J J j s J N J Jla i la ha il la ±iT h mufiammadun ra su lu w i ±X h
There is no God but Allah Mohammed is the prophet of

Allah
Notice here the hammer like strokes indicated by the twice
repeated spondaic J J J

Let the caution be once again repeated and emphatically
that nothing is more fatal and more fatally easy than to
pause an instant after a word ending with a J syllable thus
virtually prolonging it to J the immediate passing to the
next word is absolutely essential It will be found necessary
to practise the junctions between two words quite as much
as each of the words separately For instance in example
No 4 above the combination tu tahub may have to be
practised possibly a dozen times and similarly bu feai
before the sentence runs without pause stumble stutter or
other of the forms of boggling which must make any reading
aloud or speaking a pain to listen to

Absence of pause x

Every clause then must be treated and read as a single
unit as if it consisted of a single word Each clause must
be practised many times if necessary till this result is
reached No pause must be made and no final vowel
dropped until the end of the sentence or breath group

Dropping of final vowels
At the ends of breath groups final vowels if short not

only may but must be dropped Examples ka na fl 1 bajt
not bajti he was in the house liman ha 5a 1 bajt not
bajtu whose house is this rr ajtu 1 bajt not bajta
I saw the house

1 In Arabic wt qf
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Dropping of n terminations
The n of the terminations of indefinite nouns called in

Arabic tanwi n is also dropped with the vowel at the end of
each breath group except in the accusative formed with an
in which case the n is dropped and the vowel lengthened
Examples ga a mutammad not mutammadun Mo
hammed came gi tu bi mutammad not mutammadin
I brought Mohammed but rx aitu mutammada not

mutammadan I saw Mohammed In the case of
adverbial expressions ending in an however it is pedantic
to apply this rule thus ajffr n also rather than TajSc
and so jiddarx very a lan at once etc

Junction
We have already shown how each sentence right up to

the pause must be considered as a single whole and read
as though it were one word The cementing of the words
that compose a sentence is still further secured by the
process known as junction in Arabic wwl It consists in
the dropping of the sound when initial together with its
vowel in certain words 1 so that the final vowel of the pre
ceding word runs straight on to the second consonant of the
next word Thus the words for by the pronounced by
themselves are bi al but when these words are put
together they are pronounced bi l not bi al So also we
do not say baitu al qx Eti the house of the judge but
baitu l qx cti

The following words and forms have the peculiarity that
they lose their in connected speech

a the definite article al including T itxi h The
God and the relative pronouns allaoi etc

b the nouns ism name imri man imrrj ah
woman ibn son ibnah daughter

c the numerals i0na ni two with its cases and com
pounds

1 A glottal stop which may bo elided is called in Arabic hamzatu 1
wt sl the glottal stop of junction The glottal stop which may
never be elided is called hamzatu 1 qa fj the glottal stop of cutting
because in pronouncing it the voice is completely cut off
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d the imperative of the triliteral verb e g iEtrrib
strike

e the past tense imperative and infinitive of the VII
and following increased forms of the verb e g ijtama c ja
he met Tijtami meet Tijtima meeting
Examples of junction fiaioa qxilamu 1 ka tib this is

the pen of the writer TD aitu qx lama 1 ka tib I saw the
pen of the writer amsaktu bi qx lami 1 ka tib I seized
on the pen of the writer ma ta bnu l insa n the Son
of Man died bi w smi lla h in the name of Allah bi
bni lla h by the Son of God

Notice in the fourth example the way the voice is com
pletely cut off between 1 and i so that the 1 seems to belong
to the previous word It is most important to make this
hiatus correctly to run the voice on in any way from the 1 to
the i is a very serious mistake Further examples illustrating
the same point are bajtu ,1 ami r the house of the prince
mina l ab from the father jani l ax about the
brother ala l t r t on earth

Assimilation of the 1 in al
When the 1 of the definite article precedes one of the

following consonants it is assimilated to it see p 56
t d t 3 n 1 r 6 b s z ft J For example we do
not say al tibn the straw but at tibn the two t s being
pronounced as a doubled consonant p 60 These fourteen
consonants are called in Arabic the solar consonants the
other fourteen are called the lunar Further examples
classical are the following

bajtu t tilmi z the house of
the pupil

nati jatu fcx c ja the result
of obedience

majdu n ni l the glory of
the Nile

hudbu 0 Gawb the hem of
the garment

qDlidu s sima slow to
hear

bi kita bi d dars with the
book of the lesson

bi alami 3 Etxirb by the
pain of the blow

fi baiti r rx i s in the
chiefs house
r litiu b 6awq good of
taste

sark ju z zawa l quick to
disappear
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matabbatu T di q the Jadi du ulm severe in
love of the friend tyranny Jadi du ft frulm

wnriDqu J Jagar the leaves bil lisa n with the tongue
of the tree

Elision after a ivord ending in a consonant
We have seen that when the previous word ends with

a vowel the vowel is carried over to the next word If
however the word ends with a consonant that consonant
is supplied with an additional intrusive vowel usually i
Examples

lam jDctribi 1 walad he did originally lam jnctrib
not strike the boy

mirj a 1 T r t from the earth
ani 1 xr bT r about the news

manzilukumu w l jami l your
fine house

bi manzilihimi l jami l in
their fine house

Elision of P preceded hij a long vowel
When junction occurs after a long vowel the vowel is

shortened and runs on to the next word 1 Examples

fl 1 bajt in the house originally fl in
6u J Jaga ja endowed with hu endowed

bravery withma smuk what is your name ma what

Elision of P preceded by a diphthong
We have seen p 70 that what correspond to diphthongs

in classical Arabic are properly aj and aw rather than ai
and au When these are followed by a word undergoing
elision of an i is added after the j or w Examples
imma 1 fiaja tu awi l mawt originally aw or

1 either life or death

1 But the letter denoting prolongation is retained in Arabic writing

min
jan

manzilukum

bi manzilihim
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jasm ju aji, l masi n Jesus orig aj that is
that is Christ

Elision of preceded by n termination
When a word undergoing elision of is preceded hy a n

termination tanwi n an i is added after the n 1 Example
qawmuni xtartarm a people whom thou hast chosen for
qawmun ixtartah u The accusative qawman and geni
tive qawmin are treated similarly

Double elision of
The following cases arise when a case of double elision

such as a l igtiha d diligence is preceded by a a closed
syllable as in ju hir 6 a long vowel as in ju hiru c a
diphthong as in aw d a n termination as in zaidin
Each of these cases is treated in the same way as when there

is only one elision Examples
lam ju hiri li ,gtiha d he did not show diligence

i added to ju hir
h lam ju z hiru li w gtiha d they did not show diligence

long u at end of ju hiru made short
lam juzhirxi li gtihaid they two did not show dili

gence for ju hirD
fi li gtiha d in diligence for fi
qubbilu li bn kiss the Son for qubbilu al ibn

c al wirldatu awi li ttirla d unity or concord
i added to aw

al wirldatu aji li ttifea d concord that is unity
i added to aj

cl Saqqimi li ttinaidu tiasan verily unity is good
i added to vl termination

axr 6a murlammaduni li Bnain Mohammed took
the two for mutammadun i9nain

innama bi zaidini li w ttifra d only through Zaid is
unity for zajdin

1 This n though sounded is not written in Arabic writing
F
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There is no limit to the number of words undergoing
elision of that may succeed each other and are therefore
read off as though they constituted a single word The
following example contains seven cases of elision of

irma llabuna stnn s Dru titr ha s sarni a 1 iiaki ma
ftudu ftida a 1 Verily they who appealed to Allah the
Hearer the Wise were redeemed greatly



CHAPTER XI
EEADING ALOUD Literary Arabic

It goes without saying that fluency in speech demands
complete control of all the Arabic speech sounds in all
positions Such control can only be acquired by hard
practice In early stages a few sentences of a connected
classical text should be specially studied and memorized by
sheer repetition in private By the end of the week the
whole piece should be so perfectly mastered that it can be
slipped off the tongue almost without thinking The collo
quial language demands similar methods and equal pains

Only by thus aiming at and practising fluency can the new
muscles involved be trained and the new positions which
are demanded by the new language for the tongue lips c
become easy and natural An immense amount of stiffness
and awkwardness which produces stuttering pausing mis
pronunciation and inequalities in speech has to be got rid of
It can only be got rid of by hard practice it is practice
alone that can familiarize the directing brain and executing
vocal organs to the new lines of activity which are being
opened out especially as these new lines cross the old lines
in the most confusing and troublesome fashion

A loud voice should under all circumstances be used both
in practising isolated sounds and continuous sentences To
begin with boldness is a sine qua non in Arabic reading
reciting and speaking Secondly phonetic and other mis
takes are far more easily detected and remedied when one
is pronouncing in a strong and bold voice than when one is
using a low mumbling voice

If the student while working through the preceding
chapters has been simultaneously studying the elements of
Arabic grammar 1 he will be in a position to begin con

1 We cannot here discuss the question whether a student should
begin with the classical or the colloquial Both ways are possible

F 2
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secutive reading aloud of some book We now give some
closing hints in regard to the art of reading Arabic aloud

For practising reading aloud it is best to begin with the
Arabic translation of some book the original of which is
well known to the reader Of all books the gospel of
St John is particularly suitable for this purpose both because
of its familiarity and because of the simplicity of its con
struction and vocabulary Later on the student may proceed
to other books newspapers c The finest practice of all is
poetry

We remind the student once more that the sentence is the
unit Within the breath group there must be no pause and
no hesitation This fact is of fundamental importance It
is better to drop short vowels occurring at the ends of words
altogether than to stress such vowels or dwell on them or
pause after them in fact as will be seen there are styles of
reading in which it is perfectly legitimate to drop them

To gain the desirable fluency and rhythmic swing reading
aloud must be most assiduously studied and every reading
lesson should be both preceded and followed by hard private
practice Personally the writer found that intoning
passages is a most valuable aid to reading especially in
private practice

Styles of reading
The style of reading referred to in the preceding chapter

and in Chap VII is what may be termed a fairly high
style Students who have no notion of becoming Koran
readers may object that the above mentioned system is
altogether miscalculated As a matter of fact Koran reading
as practised by the trained leaders involves very many more
rules than have been even hinted at in this book Funda
mentally the principles laid down in this book are not
special but general and though they may be often relaxed
yet they have to be learned and mastered before they can
safely be thus relaxed

In certain by no means out of the way cases all the

The one thing that is clear is that both should not be begun
simultaneously
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principles and rules laid down in this book will have to be
strictly observed e g in the reading of all Arabic poetry
There is nothing that gives better practice for all reading
than to work away at a dozen lines of Arabic verse It is
the final test of Arabic reading and delivery in general

Then it is to be noticed that the more perfect the student s
mastery of the above principles becomes and consequently
the less effort the carrying out of them involves the more
easily will he be able to read in the high style without
any appearance of pedantry in fact with the appearance of
absolute simplicity This is the final goal to aim at a style
that will at the same moment neither puzzle the uneducated
hearer nor offend the educated but please both equally

For example in the sentence ala jafhamu zajdan does
he not understand Zaid it will be said by some that the
u of jafhamu should be dropped in ordinary reading 1
because the insertion of it is pedantic 2 because the un
educated hearer hears jafhamu and mistakes it for the
plural with which he is familiar i e he hears they
understand instead of he understands

Both objections are perfectly valid for readers who are
unable to attain to a perfect style Such undoubtedly should
read jafham But it is just because the art has not been
learned well enough because owing to the want of fluency
that u is not given its right value that the word either
sounds pedantic or is mistaken for jafhamu Bead properly
the u pleases the educated ear and passes unnoticed by the
uneducated hearer

It would be arguable that with sufficient knowledge and
art every single vowel of classical speech could be maintained
and given its value even in simple reading But there is
no reason to deny that lower styles of reading are possible
and usually advisable

We may distinguish the following grades
1 Beading poetry and the Koran and in general reading

in public on very formal occasions no easing off of any of
the principles referred to in the preceding chapter

2 Beading on somewhat less formal occasions n ter
minations tanwins may often be dropped and final vowels
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may often be reduced to a 1 Junctions may often be sup
pressed Words like bajt mawt may be changed from
these stilted forms to be t mo t see p 42 c

3 Beading newspapers c to friends a style between
the last and the following

4 Beading to very uneducated people especially to
women as many concessions as you please to their habits
of speech in respect of vowels not only in terminations but
also in the bod of words

Only experience and practice can suggest where to relax
the rules of the high style and only experience and prac
tice can carry out the suggestions without hesitation This
calculated inaccuracy is as much an art as accuracy itself 2

Hints on learning to read aloud with a teacher
Concentrate on a short piece during each lesson and aim

at learning it perfectly Straight ahead reading with a
teacher is not to be encouraged until a very advanced stage

Let the teacher take the lead at first and read the piece
through once Then repeat it after him word by word
short clause by short clause breath group by breath group
repeating as many times as is necessary to correct mistakes
in consonant vowel word breath group or in the rhythm

Then go over it again and again gradually taking longer
and longer portions at a time until you can finally go over
the whole piece by yourself

After each lesson prepare by going over and over the
passage just studied Begin the next lesson by revising the
same with the teacher

baitu 1 qr d i
1 Examples bait w 9l qn ii for I baita 1 qDcf i

I baiti 1 qr 6ti
j nisbatu 1 nctqq

nisbat w 8l naqq nisbata 1 haqq
I nisbati 1 naqq

kalarmu n nafs
kala m w an nafs kala ma n nafs

kala mi n nafs
It must however be pointed out that the reduction of vowels to a is

a dreadfully insidious habit and is apt to become the master of the
reader instead of the reader being the master of it

2 Some guidance is given in the pages immediately following
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Dictation is a necessary exercise for ear training and should
be done frequently Use at first pieces you have already
read then pieces you have not read but taken from a book
you have begun to read finally pieces out of some quite
unfamiliar book Dictation should continue until mistakes
become exceptional



CHAPTER XII
SPECIMENS FOR READING

From the Arabic Gospels

St John 5

The first line gives the fully vowelled classical version
Hardly any but Azharite Ulema read quite like this The
second line shows how a man reads who is keeping to the
classical but is trying to simplify as much as possible without
becoming colloquial Naturally there are different possible

gradations between these two and no two readers will read
quite alike The third line gives a purely colloquial version

N B The sign indicates a length that is less than twice
a short vowel

1 And after this was a feast of the Jews and
wa ba da ha 6a ka na jirdun lil jahu di fa
wa ba jda ha za ka n i d lil jahurd fa
wi ba jd 5 da kan jid lil jahu d am

went up Jesus to Jerusalem 2 And in Jerusalem
ST ida jasu u ila uru Jali m wa fir uru Jali ma
D id jasu c j ila uru Jali m wa fi uru Jali m

fcili j jasu 1 li uru JaVrm wi fih fi uru Jalim
at the gate of the sheep is a pool there is said to it

inda ba bi Et tT ni birkatun juqr lu laha
c a,xxd i ba bi cf 3n n birka juqx l laha
and 1 ba b il g anam birka s maha

in the Hebrew The House of Hisda to it five
bil 1ibrxi nijjati bajtu fiisda laha xarnsatu
bil ibnanijja be t iiisda laha xamsat
bil jibrDnijja bet fiisda laha xa mast
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porches 3 In these was lying a crowd

arwiqT h fi ha 6ihi ka na mu5 fc Dji c jan jum hu run
arwiqa fi ha zihi ka n mu t tt gi c j gum hu r
ir wi a kan ra id fi di gama ja
numerous of sick and blind and lame
ka6i run mim marSt wa jumjin wa jurjin
kasi r min marEh wa C jumij 1 wa urg
kta r mil jajjani n wi C jimi wi jurg
and disabled awaiting the moving of the water
wa jusmin jatawDqqT C ju na tatf/rbka 1 ma
wa C jusm jatawT qq D C ju n tatt ri ka l ma
wi mkassa tii n mis tanniji n tati rbk il mx jja
4 For an angel used to descend sometimes into the
li anna mala kan ka na janzilu ali ja nan fil
li anna mala k ka n janzil a1i ja nan fil
ja J an kan fih ma lak bi jinzil afi ja nan fil
pool and move the water
birkati wa jufearriku 1 ma
birka wa jurlarrik w il ma
birka wi fcirrT k w il mTjjja

so whoever descended

fa man nazala
fa man nazal
w illi jinzil

first after the moving of the water used to be healed
awwalan ba jda tafiri ki 1 ma i ka na jabrx u
awwalan ba jda tatri ki 1 ma ka n jabrr

fi l auwil ba jdi tafr rbk w il mxrjja kan ji s fea

of whatever disease had stricken him 5 And there was there

min ajji mx rr ini w c jta rx h wa ka na buna ka
min fajji
mi n aij 1

mr rT Et i c jta rT hu

C jaja 5 x bu
wa
wi

ka n
kan

huna k
hi nak

a man with him a disease since eight and
in sa nun bihi m DrnEtun mun u 8ama nin wa
insa n bihi mx rT 5 munzu sama ni wa

wa fiid fib aja muddit tamanja w
1 Or the j loses voice and therefore becomes

German eft in icft see p 54
half audible
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thirty years 6 This man saw him Jesus lying
6ala 8i na sanah ha 6a rT a hu jasu u muEtt Dji jan
salasrn sane ha za rr a h jasu TC j muctt Dgi jari
tala tin sana da Ja fu jasu c j ra id
and knew that he had a time long so
wa C jalima anna lahu zamamau ka9i rrm fa
wa C jalim anna lahu zama n kasi r fa
wi C jilim in ni lu za man trowr l am
He said to him Wiliest thou to be healed 7 Answered the
qt la lah aturi du an tab ro 1 aja ba 1
qirl lahu aturi d an tab rx aga ba 1
fal lu ,nt8 ra gib ti fei b gaubu 0 1
siek man 0 Sir there is not to me a man shall cast me
mT ri ctu ja sajjidu lajsa li insa nun jul qi ni
mxiri ct ja sajjid le s li insa n julqi ni
jaj ja n ja si di ma lif fraddi w itLut teni
into the pool when has been moved the water but
fll birkati mata tafiarrr ka 1 ma bal
fl 1 birka mata tanarruka 1 ma bal
fi 1 birka lamma 1 mnjje titfiarrxik la kin
while I am coming descends before me another
bajnama ana a tin janzilu qud da mi a xTjr
be nma ana a ti janzil qud da mi a xt r
kulli m w a cji w b jinzil abli g e ri
8 Said to him Jesus Eise carry thy couch
qrr la lahu jasu u qu m itEmil sari r oka
qxi 1 lahu jasu qum itimil sarhruk
al lu jasu 7u m Jil farjak

and walk 9 And instantly was healed the man and
wa rnf fa 1ia lan bari a 1 in sa nu wa
wa w mji fa fea lan bari a 1 in sa n wa
wi mji wi h a lan iw b ir rxi gil wi

1 High pitch on the final syllable because of the interrogation
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carried his couch and walked
hamala sari rxihu wa rnaja
framal sari ru wa maje
Jal farfu w mifi

And was on that
wa ka na fi badika 1
wa ka n fi zadika 1
wi kan fi da k il

day

jawmi
jo m
jom

a sabbath

sabt
sabt
sabt

St John 12 44
Then cried Jesus and said He who
fa na da jasu u wa qxr/la llaoi
fa na de jasu wa qtv l al lazi
7am nadah jasu 1 wi fad illi

believes

ju minu
ju min

a min

m me
bi

bi

bijja

does not believe in me but in him who
lajsa ju minu bi bal bi llaM
le s ju min bi bal bi ,llazi
muj bi amin bijj a la kin bi lli
45 And he who

wa llabi
wa l lazi
wi Hi

sees me
jarxr ni
jarrr ni
/ufni

sees
ja rx s
jarr
bi Ju f

him who
llabi
l lazi
illi

sent me
ar salani
ar salni

ba atni

sent me
ar salani
ar salni

ba iatni

I have come as light to the world so that each one
ana qt d ji tu nu rnn ila 1 jadami liatta kullu
ana qad cji t nu rim ila 1 adam liatta kullu
ana get nu r li 1 jadam jajan kull

who believes in me may not abide in the darkness
man ju minu bi la jamku6a fi 3 Sulmah
man ju min bi la jamkus fi ulma
illi a min bi ma jif judj 1 fi 1 jatnm
And if hears anyone my word and does not believe
wa in sami ja aliadun kala mi wa lam ju min
wa in samil aSad kala mi wa lam ju min
w w in nadd simi kala mi w ma h r fDa u J
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then I do not judge him for I did not come to
fa ana la adi nuh lifanni lam a ti li
fa ana la ad inu li anni lam a ti li

ana m w atakmu linni ma get 1 aja n w

judge the world but to save the world
adi na w 1 adama bal li u xxjtli s T 1 adam
adi na w 1 adam bal li u XT tKs D 1 jadam

afia kim il jadam la kin aJam axTdrr il jadam
48 Whoever rejects me and does not accept my word

man rn alani wa lam jaqbal kala mi
man rx zalni wa lam jaqbal kala mi
illi jir fucfni wa la ji balf kala mi

he so has one who judges him the
fa lahu man jadiinuh al
fa lahu man jad inuh u al

lu h illi fiakmu il

word which
kala mu UaM
kala m allazi
ka la m illi

I have spoken withal it shall judge him on the day the
takal lamtu bihi huwa jadi nuhu fil jawmi w l
takal lamtu bihi huwa jadi numi fll jo m il
tkal limti bin hu wa w j liakmu fll jom 1
last 49 for I did not speak from myself
axi r li anni lam atakallam min nafsi
axi r li anni lam atakallam min nafsi

ax rr ni linni ma tkal limtif min nafsi
but the Father who sent me he gave me

walai kinna l a ba lla6i ar salani huwa a frr ni
wala kinna w 1 a b al lazi ar salni huwa a tn ni
la kin il ab b illi ba c jatni hu wa d da ni
a commandment what I should say and with what
wn S ijjatan ma oa aqudu wa bi ma oa
WD S ijja ma oa aqud wa bi ma 6a
wo s ijja bill afudu wi ll 3

1 ana I is toneless except when emphatic as here ana J

2 Or ra balani 3 For billi illi
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I should speak 50 And I know that his commandment
atakallam wa ana Ta jlamu anna wT s ij jatahu
atakallam wa ana Ta jlam anna WD s ijjatu
at kallim bi h w w ana C ja rif w inn wx ij jitu

is life eternal
hija Sa ja tun abadijjah
hrja iia ja h abadijja
hi ja ha ja h abadijja

The Lord s Prayer
The second version shows how the classical is pro

nounced by the average person in Egypt

aba na lla i fis sa ma wa t lijata qxidda s ismuk
aba na v 1 lazi fis sama wa t li jata qadda s ismak

lija ti malaku tuk litakun maji atuka kama fis
li ja ti malaku tak li/takun ma i atak kama fis
sa ma i kaoadika ala l T r3 xubzana kafa fana
sama kazad k ala 1 xirS xub zina kafa fna
i a jtina l jawm wa flr lana Jmnu bana kama
a t na l jo m wa flr lana zumrbna kama

na firu natinu ajEt Dn Al mu6nibi na alajna wa la
nagfir nafen aiffx n il muznibi n aleina wala
tudxilna fi taj ribatin la kin najjina min af Jirri r
tudxilna fi tagriba la kin nag gi na min aj Jirri r

a mi n
a mi n

A child s text
Observe the almost complete change of the colloquial

version Suffer the little children c
da ju 1 awla da ja tu na ilajja wa la tamna C ju hum
da c ju w l awla d ja tu n ilajj wala tamna jmhum
xallu l iw lad jigu C jandi wala ttuTu/humJ

1 Or litakun or lita ku n
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li anna li miGli ha u la i malaku ta 3 aama wa t
li anna li misli ha u/la malaku t is samawan
a Jan li aj jinit do l mala ku t ls sama

A story in Egyptian Colloquial
In the former pieces the classical version was the norm

In the following the colloquial is the original and the
classical is so to speak translated from it For many other
specimens of Egyptian colloquial Arabic in International
Phonetic character see the writer s Egyptian Colloquial
Arabic

Two came to Cairo from the country fresh and
itne n gum ma r mil ar jaf gidi d wi

ga a ,0na ni ila mi rr mina 1 arja fi ga di da wa

when they were walking in the street they saw the minaret
lamma ka nu maj jin fls sikka ja fu madnit
lamma ka na ma Jijajni fis sikkati rx aja mi banata

of a mosque high very Up and said one of them
qaimi alja awi am al waited minhum
gaimi in jadijatan gidda fa qx la ateiduhu ma

1 See O my brother the Tower of Babel high hoiv much
Juf j w axu ja burg 1 ba bil jad w add e h
n ur ja axi burga ba bila ma i a jlaih

Up the other said to him No you are an idiot
7am it ta ni 7al lu la inta jabii t
fa qT da w lahu l a xt ru kalla la innaka bali d

That is a well which they turned upside down to

di bir alabu he jajaninnama hija bi run qT labu ha likaj
dry it in the air

jinajpfuiha fll hawa
junj ifu ha fil ha waih
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From the Newspaper
The following two styles exhibit the difference between

the fully vowelled system of the classical and the sort of
go as you please style in which the ordinary person reads the

newspaper aloud
Character in Leaders
axla qu z zu5a ma
axla q w iz zu ama

To character in leaders belongs an influence great
li axla qi z zu a ma ta 0i run c jxi i mun
li axla q iz zu ama ta si r p ziim
upon the movements of nations Now perhaps this
fl nahEhr ti J Ju ju b wa la alla ha 6ihi l
fi nahftot if Ju u b wa la alla ha zihi w l
truth has such an obviousness that it was not

iiaqi qT ta mina l bada hati bi feajGu lam takun
tafi a mina 1 bada ha b te s lam takun
in need of mention or explanation But some of our
tatfta gu ila dikrin aw i cTx fi la kinna ba jctT z
taSta g ila zikrin aw id D ii la kin ba jfct iz

leaders in Egypt or those who pretend to
zvL SL m y fi fi mis ru awi l mudda jima bi z
zu jama 0 f mwr aw w il mudda c ji n bi ,z
leadership are in ignorance shameful concerning
za ja mati fi g/oflatin Ja inatin an
za jama fi g xifla Jaina jan
the influence of their character upon the movement national

ta 0i ri axla qihim fi w n nahctx ti w l qawmijjah
ta s r w axla qhum fi n nahEt ot il qo mijja

And they forget that their similitude is as it were a
wa jansu na anna maGalahum ka ma0ali w l
wi jansu n anna ma salhum ka masal il
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teacher or a preacher if be not he himself
mu jallimi awi ,l wa i zi il lam takun nafsuhu
m allim aw il wai jie in lam takun nafsu

applied to the good and his character founded
mun tnwijatan ala l xr jri wa axla quhu qr imatan
mun trDwija jal xe r w axlaqu qr jma

on virtue pass over his evil deeds the limits
jala l fx 3i lati taja wazat Juru ruhu fiudu da
jal foEtida itga wazit Juru ru hudu d
of his own self and he infects therewith those who learn
Jax ihi fa a da biha w l muta jallimr na
Jax u fa a da biha 1 mit jallimun

from him and take their cue from him Therefore is always

minhu l a xi i na ann lifca ka nat
minnu il axzi n annu liza ka nit

the first stage of reform that should take in hand a man
uila marxKtibi l i S la 6i an jatawalla w 1 mar u
u la manaitib l i la fi an jitwalla 1 mar

his own self which is between his two sides with
nafsahu w llati bajna janbajhi bi
nafsu illati be n ganbe h bi

the various sorts of discipline and reformation
uru bi t tah i bi wa w l i la n

fturu bi t tahzi b wi 1 i la n

From the Koran

1 The faitiha or Opening Sura
The reciting of the Koran properly speaking includes

chanting tajwi d which is based on principles which go
beyond the scope of this book The most important thing
to notice in reading the Koran without chanting is to make
absolute the ratio between the short and long syllables
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1 2 J Long vowels and closed continuatives must

not be cut and closed plosives must be stopped and released
with great deliberation and leisureliness

In the name of Allah the Compassionate One the merciful

I I J I I I I Nm m m m m m m m m mbi smi Ua hi r rT fima ni r w rr te m
Praise to Allah the Lord of the worlds the

II h J J l II I I s rs Im m m m m m mm m m m m mal framdu lilla hi robbi w 1 laUamiin ar
Compassionate One the merciful Sovereign of the day

III I I Im m m m m m m m m mmrDfemami r rr 6i m ma liki jawmi
of Doom Thee we worship and Thee we call on for aid

J J J J J J N J J J Wd di n rjja ka na budu wa ijja ka nasta un
Lead us to the Path the straight the Path of those whom

I M Ml 1 I s kN i s I I I s I I sm mm m m m m m m m m m m m m m
ihdhrr w S irT lT l mustaqum sirxclrrj llabiiiia

thou hast been gracious to not those whom thou art angry with

I J J I J II I N M Jm 0 m m m m mm m m m m m man C jamta alajhim g Tjjri 1 ma g/ Su bi alajhim

nor those who are astray Amen

M Kl l N IImm a m m m 00
warrj ft 3n lli n a mi n

2 The Throne Verse a jatu 1 kursijj
Allah there is no god but He the Living the
T iiT hu la il aha illa huwa l ajju l

Absolute There does not take Him slumber nor sleep
qiajjuim la ta xuftuhu sinatun wala nawm

G
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His are what is in the Heavens and what is in the Earth

lafm ma fls sama wa ti wa ma fil t rct
Who is he who shall intercede with Him except by His leave

man ba llaM jajfa u indahu illa bi i nih
He knoweth what is between their hands and what is

ja jlamu ma bajna ajdi him wa ma
behind them Nor do they compass anything of
xplfarmm wala jurri lruna bi JajTin min

His knowledge save that which he willed Spanned his Throne

C jilmihi illa bi ma Ja wasi a kursijjuhu
the Heavens and the Earth Nor wearieth Him
s sama wa ti wa l rircT wala ja u duhu
the keeping of them and He is the Exalted the Mighty

tifSuhuma wa huwa l jalijju l c jT t i m

3 Sura 105
This early Sura exhibits well ilte typical rhyming system of the

Koran

Didst thou not see how wrought thy Lord with
alam tarts kajfa fa ala rrjbbuka bi

the owners of the Elephant Did he not turn their stratagem

D rIa bi l fl l IT alam jaj jal kajdahum
to confusion and sent upon them birds in flocks
fi tT aii l H wa arsala alajhim t rjjr Dn aba bi l
to pelt them with stones of baked clay and made them
H tarmi him bi 6iga rx tin min sijji l If fa ja jalahum

even as com devoured
ka ja s nn ma 9 ku l
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Tlie followiny three verses show the obscure vowelling of the

five Imruif muq Dlqr la see p 53 n vie bdtjq when in
close

Praise to Him who conducted His servant by night
1 sub ama Uabi asri bi jab dihi lajlan

from the Mosque the Sacrosanct to the Mosque the Farthest

mina l masjidi l fiarrKmi ila l masjidi l aq D s a

Gardens of Eden running from under it the rivers
2 janna tu ad nin taj a ri min tateiha l anha r

0 thou soul tranquil return to
3 ja ajjatuha n nafsu l rxm t 0 ma innah irja ii ila

thy Lord well pleased well pleased with then enter among

rDbbiki rrj ctijatan marEtijjah fa d xuli fl
my Servants and enter my Paradise

iba i wa w d 3 xuli jannati

Arabic Poetry
a Classical

In reading poetry aloud the more absolute the ratio J
is kept the finer will be the effect And that for a very
special reason the tone accents as often cross the ictus of
the rhythm as they coincide therewith so that the only
thing that creates and preserves the rhythm of the metre is
the quantity of the vowels Ancient Greek poetry was
probably similarly characterized i e the tone accent system
of the language was quite independent of the quantitative
system and therefore poetry retaining the former depended
on the latter to maintain rhythm and give effect to metre
In Modern Greek the stress accents have overmastered the
quantitative system of the vowels just as they have in
colloquial Arabic and it is this the destruction of the
quantitative relations combined with the preservation of the
stress accents that turns Classical Greek poetry into prose

o 2
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when read a la Modern Greek Similarly therefore Arabic
poetry loses its distinctive poetic rhythm unless the quanti
tative relations of the vowels are meticulously preserved

In the following examples taken from the Arabian Nights
the sign marks the division between the feet often of
course occurring in the middle of a word the sign marks
the end of a half verse and marks the full close and
rhyme of a completed verse

1 Metre al ka mil The basic foot is J J J J
with J J interchangeable with first J

JSJS Jsj NJSi j I i i r jijm m m m m mYield thine affairs to the Kind the
sallim 9 umu rT ka lil lrafcjfi l
and ease thy heart from all the

wa ari n fu a daka min cjamirfli l

I r i II

Wise One
a limi

World
ailami

and know that the affair
wa lam bi anjna l amrD
but what
bal ma

He wills
jaja u

Allah
itrchu

is not as thou wilt
laj sa kama taja

the wisest Ruler
afiikamu fia kimi l

In the second line for example the tone is on a which
is the weakest and least important syllable of all from the
viewpoint of the metrical rhythm being on the up beat
The rhythmical beat falls on the very next syllable rirl
which being closed is considered long V But the quantity
of a is kept quite short and the rhythm is sustained by
giving full value to rirl which in the present instance
means that the closed must be articulated deliberately so
that the syllable rift will take fully as long to articulate as

would riIt should be said in this connexion 1 that in reading poetry

1 The classical prosodists talked of vowels being long by nature or
by position The Arab prosodists said that and a consonant ter
minating a syllable are equivalent in value Both meant one and the

same thing

k m aBstlfornt der
Deutacrton

Morgenlandischen
Gesellschaft
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the tone accents are probably kept subdued compared with
prose or speech so as to give quantity a better chance

2 that it is considered very school boyish to transfer the
tone accents to the rhythmically important beats so as to
bring out the metre more strongly In the above example
the ictus of the metre being J J J m J I the
beginner would transfer the tone from a to rife thus

m t

3F
a rifi fu a da ka

w

instead of

ij SSg3

wa a riS fu a da ka

2 Metre nr romal Basic foot S I I
being interchangeable with the first

INI Mlmam m I mYield the matter
sallimi 1 amlrD

N I
m

to
ila

m i a m mthe Lord of mankind
rt b bi bajar

and leave care and cast away anxieties
wa truki l hamjina wa da C jan ka ,l fikar

do not say of what happens How happened it
la taqul fl ma garo kajjfa garm
Every thing is by Decree and Determination
kullu Jaj in bi qu 6tT in wa qDdar

3 Metee ivwi l Basic feet

I s J J J J J J
with alternatives as indicated
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J J i J J J J I J J 1 J J iYea though I attained to all favour
walaw an nija 9 D bafejtu fl kul li ni jmatm

and though I had the world and the realm of the Caesars
wa kamat j lija d dunja j wa mulku l j a ka sirr
it would not equal to me the wing of a gnat
lama sajwijat C jindi j gana fia ba juiS/Dtin

if were not my eye upon thy person gazing
i5a lam takun C jajni li Jax sij ka na irT
The first foot of the third verse affords an excellent

example of total non correspondence between tone accent
and metrical rhythm The metrical rhythm is J
but it so happens that Ijotli the short beats are accented with
voice pitch while the one strong beat has no accent at all
Obviously the only way to give the metre and the rhythm
a chance is to give fullest quantitative value to the second
syllable while keeping the first and third short though
toned thus

M
Jxv ip

z

la ma sa vi jat c iin di
4 Metee al mtLtaqtr rib Basic foot m J J j with

alternative as indicated

J N sn i r i n j i i i i i j i iimm m i m m m m m m I m m ilSurely hath written Time the excellence of generosity
la qrcd kajtaba d dahlru fx lla w l j karum
But thy goodness up to now is not chronicled
wa fn tlu ka lil a jna la jukjtatab
Then may not orphan Allah from thee mankind
fa la ajltamx iiT hu minka lj waru
For thou art to goodness mother and father
li anna ka lil lDEtjli 9 ummun j wa ab
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5 Metre al basi t Basic feet

J J N IJ J J i
with alternatives as indicated

If knew the house him who hath visited it it had rejoiced
law ta jlamu d da ru man qx d za rrjha farifrat

and congratulated itself yeaand kissed the place of his foot step
wa stabfar Dt Gumma ba jsat mawEti ja l qndami

and had sung by the tongue of its state saying
wa anjadat bi lisaijni l n a li qwpilatan
Welcome thrice welcome to the man of bounty and liberality

ahlan wa sahlan bi ahlli l gu di wa l karnmi

b Colloquial

The best colloquial verse can be scanned as definite and
regular metre following the general laws of Arabic prosody
provided that it is read in accordance ivitli the principles of collo
quial speech as systematized on pp 68 72 It is unnecessary
to point out what a complete verification this fact constitutes
of the correctness of those principles themselves The com
poser of the following satirical verses for example was not
consciously following these principles He was just writing
as he naturally spoke and he was following a metre which
therefore cannot be scanned unless our speech is as his
This shows that the elisions c of colloquial speech are
essential not optional and so are necessary if our speech is
to be the language of talk and not something which is
neither that of talk nor of writing nor anything else

Metre almost identical with the Classical sari 1 or
roqaz
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J I N III 1 K llJ Nm m m m m1 ahlan wa sahllan ja baji r il hana
Welcome right welcome O evangelist of joy

2 rosul atai jbi lli samafi bi w l wi T l
Apostle of my Beloved who has permitted union

I s i r I i j i Ml i J Jm m m v i m m m3 a ret alam najruri wi nul ti 1 muna
I have recited Have WE not expanded and obtained my

desire

4 wi l harnm zal wi l tfuzni Ja l il izail
And anxiety went and grief removed its furniture

5 balag/t 1 f D s ldi w i l jazuijl intafoir
I have reached my purpose and the Censor has committed

suicide

6 zaman go z umjmi kan da ji7 ni kiti r
long my stepfather has annoyed me greatly

7 wi hijja ka nit minnu l Dljba t tnla
while she too was from him demanding divorce

8 u kutt ana fl l jumr 1 lisjsa x gi r
and I was I in age still a minor

9 wi kunna dai man fi niza 1 wi w f xina
and we were ever in dispute and in quarrel

10 wi l jeija ka nit eijit jg T m mi w kadar
and life was a life of sullenness and trouble

Notes

The above represents two stanzas of five lines each The
rhymes are alternate except that all the fifth lines rhyme
together throughout the ode

Line 2 foot 1 u shortened to u before lfi
Line 3 foot 1 or are t alam with loss of the glottal

stop This would be regular only here alam naJrDfi is
a quotation from the Qur a n supply thy breast
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Line 4 feet 1 2 Note supply of intrusive vowels without
which the metre is lost

Line 6 foot 1 ma ma before ng go go through
loss of accent ummi loses its glottal stop regularly

Line 6 foot 2 ka ka before nd da da owing to
loss of accent

Line 7 foot 2 tulba from fcadiba according to rule
Similarly daiman for da iman in line 9

Line 9 foot 3 wi w f for wi fl according to rule
JAne 10 foot 3 mi wi mi w according to rule
Exceptions to these colloquial principia are reminiscences of

the literary language due to poetic necessity ctt ru rit ij
JVp Otherwise in line 6 foot 3 we should have to say
ni kti r line 8 foot 1 we should have to say ana not ana

In line 10 foot 2 Jit can only be a metrical blunder of
the poet himself The syllable Jit should imperatively have

been a short open one



PHONETIC TERMS IN ARABIC
Phonetics jilm maxD riji l frircr f

Science of the outlets of
the Letters

Place of articulation maxroj outlet
Consonant s fiarf uru f letter
Vowel s tiaruka Sarx ka t move

ment
Lengthening al madd
Lengthened mamdu d
Voiced mujhar
Unvoiced mahmu s whispered
Voicing jahr ijha r
Unvoicing hams whispering
stop consonants 1iuru f w aJ Jidda or al 6uru f

aj Jadiide tense
continuant iiuruif ar ruxuiwe or al

tEurrr f ar ruxwa slack
rolled trilled al iru f al mukarrx ra

reiterated
rolling takri r
lateral Jagarijj
sibilants fiuru f w at tD fl
throat al tialq

back larynx aq T I fealq
mid pharynx WDST t ,T3l
front back of velum adna l

guttural fialqijj
uvula al la a h
palate al fianak al a jla

or saqf al rlanak
back aq T l feanak
mid WDSXlt Tll
alveolum al liGa

I
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al lisam
aq T3 1 lisa n

wnsn t TDl

ro s al

tongue
back
mid
blade
side of blade ta fat

top x hrpoint
lingual
teeth

molar s
bicuspid s
canine s
lateral incisor s
front

lip s
labial
velarized consonants

non velarized
completely

velarization
complete velarization
inclining of a phoneme

towards back 3
inclining of a phoneme

towards front s
the a phoneme
the i phoneme
the u phoneme
given a very short euphonic

vowel 4

1 i e the consonants fcctlo s qrx although not velarized
arc also considered as dignified consonants The dignified con
sonants are also called musjta nlija elevated the others being
musjtafila lowered

2 i e the first four of the above series
3 Not the old meaning of these two terms which lias now been lost

sight of
4 See pp 53 n and 99

txn rof

lisamijj
al asnam

Stirs T cTrT s
r a EtTarfeik Ef/Dwa fiik

an na b anja b
ar ru ba jijja a t
a9 Gamijja Ganaya

Jafa Jafata n
Jafabijj
al foiru f al mufaxxtima

dignified
roqi q delicate
al 5iuru f al mu/trbaqxi

lidded
tafxiim
rtba q

tafxi m

ima la inclination

al fatfia
al kasrx
t ffx mni3

muqT lqxil

Bibliothek der

Deutschen

Morgenlandischen

Gesellschait
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